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ABSTRACT
Johnson Jr.                                                Edsel
J.
Exploration of Training Needs Assessment Methodologies Employed by ISO
9000 Registered Organizations
Training and Development, Dr. David A. Johnson, December/1999, 107 Pages       
American Psychological Association (APA) Publication Manual                             
The purpose of this study is to identify available methods or procedures for
determining training needs and to determine which procedures would be
appropriate for Northern Engraving Corporation given its culture and internal
resources.  Chapter I begins with an introduction to Northern Engraving
Corporation and the need for this study.  Chapter II provides a review of literature
relative to the ISO Standard, needs assessment process and techniques, and
performance improvement methodologies.  Chapter III details the methodology
and approach used by the researcher to identify methods and procedures for
determining training needs employed by selected ISO 9000 registered
3organizations.  Chapter IV reports the findings and analysis of the research and
Chapter V presents a summary, conclusions, and recommendations.
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Chapter I
Introduction
Northern Engraving Corporation Overview
Northern Engraving Corporation is a third generation privately owned
corporation.  It is headquartered in west central Wisconsin and has four medium-
sized (300 employee) manufacturing facilities located in close proximity to each
other.  Its corporate organizational structure is chiefly traditional hierarchical with
centralized management.  Its management style is third generation.  Emphasis is
placed on chain of command and management by results.  In addition, its
structure is lean from a staffing perspective.  Most managers and salaried
employees have advanced from within the organization and average 17 years of
service.  Its manufacturing facilities are also structured traditionally, each
possessing numerous specialized occupational labor groups governed by labor
agreement and work rules.  Its unionized employees are demographically similar,
averaging 16 years of service.
Today, Northern Engraving Corporation produces literally millions of
decorative metallic and plastic nameplates representing scores of original
equipment manufacturers.  It successfully prevails in a highly competitive
environment that is controlled by price, quality, and delivery.  It faces competition
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both domestically and globally.  Its mission statement reads, “To harness our
employees’ unique blend of energy to design, engineer and manufacture
innovative, decorative products that promote customer success.”  Its vision
statement reads, “To be the premier manufacturer and global supplier of
decorative nameplates and products.”  To ensure that Northern Engraving
Corporation continues to meet its stated mission and vision, Northern Engraving
Corporation has elected to pursue and secure registration with the International
Standard ISO 9001:1994.  This standard deals with quality system requirements
that can be used for external quality assurance purposes.  The quality assurance
model set out in the standard represents quality system requirements suitable for
the purpose of a supplier demonstrating its capability, and for the assessment of
the capability of a supplier by external parties (American Society for Quality,
1994).  Label and Priester (1996) offer that ISO 9000 standards have become
increasingly important as companies look for uniform methods of quality
assurance across country borders.  Reimann and Hertz (1996) add that the focus
of ISO 9000 registration is conformity to practices specified in the registrant’s
own quality systems.  Its central purpose is to enhance and facilitate trade.  This
standard is generically written and each organization has its unique characteristics
and needs.  The specific interpretation of the Standard’s requirements is up to the
user.  Label and Priester (1996) point out that ISO 9000 does not dictate specific
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methods or practices that must be followed.  Simply, it mandates the adoption of
quality assurance goals and principles.  A company’s minimum requirement is
conformance to its own criteria.  Independent and internationally recognized
organizations, known as “registrars”, may be used to evaluate a company’s
quality system.  Organizations that successfully complete audits from a registrar
obtain a “Certificate of Registration”, which demonstrates the facility’s quality
system meets the International Standard (Wilson, 1996).
Northern Engraving Corporation has retained the services of Grant
Thornton LLP, a consulting firm, to assist with preparation for registration.  The
plan is to prepare and seek registration at its corporate headquarters and at its
largest manufacturing facility by January 2000.  After successful registration,
these facilities will serve as a template for Northern Engraving Corporation’s
remaining manufacturing facilities.  As previously mentioned, Northern
Engraving Corporation’s staffing is lean.  The training function for the
corporation, as well as its manufacturing locations, is centrally assigned to its
corporate human resources department.
As part of its culture and business practice, Northern Engraving
Corporation has relied primarily on on-the-job training to acquire necessary skills
and knowledge within its workforce.  On-the-job training occurs through
partnering a newly hired, or recently transferred or promoted employee, with an
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experienced employee.  In the production facility, an experienced employee is
someone who demonstrates expertise through job mastery and willingness to
train.  In the corporate setting, an experienced employee is someone who holds, or
has held, the responsibilities of the position being learned by the new entrant.
These experienced individuals are neither identified as trainers nor given any
training to prepare them as trainers.  The training process is not structured and it
can vary each time training occurs dependent on the learner, experienced
employee, and setting.  In the case of both union production worker and salaried
worker, each begins learning based on daily events.  There are no prepared
manuals or learning guides used in the training process.  The experienced worker
and immediate supervisor gauge proficiency of the new employee.  Partnering
continues until proficiency is demonstrated (ability to correctly complete tasks
and fulfill duties).
Another cultural characteristic of Northern Engraving Corporation is that
it is an agile job shop, possessing the ability to respond quickly and flexibly to its
business environment and customers.  It regards most of its business and
production practices as confidential and proprietary.  Partly for this reason, it has
refrained from adopting written operating procedures or establishing complete
process documentation.  Also, there are no written job descriptions for either
management or union positions.  Most of what is known and performed on a day-
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to-day basis is contained in the collective knowledge of its employees.  Successful
implementation of ISO 9001:1994 requires a significant amount of training,
documentation, and top management involvement.  Peach (1995) provides that 12
to 18 months and a significant allocation of resources for implementation is
common.  This leads to the purpose, objectives, and need for this study.
Statement of Problem
On December 17, 1998, consultants retained by Northern Engraving
Corporation submitted a comprehensive evaluation and review of corporate and
manufacturing operational systems and procedures against the requirements of the
ISO 9001:1994.  The emphasis of this gap analysis was to identify all
nonconformances to the requirements of the Standard and improvement
opportunities; however, the scope of this research paper will address only a
specific requirement of the Standard.  Requirement 4.18-Training requires, in
part, that Northern Engraving Corporation establishes and maintains documented
procedures for identifying its training needs.  Northern Engraving Corporation
presently does not have documented or identifiable procedures for determining its
training needs.
Research Objectives
The objectives of this study are to identify available methods or
procedures for determining training needs, and to determine which procedures
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would be appropriate for Northern Engraving Corporation given its culture and
internal resources.
Need for Study
Northern Engraving Corporation has set a 12-month timetable to prepare
for ISO 9001:1994 registration.  It is imperative that it identifies procedures that it
can readily adopt and fully endorse.  To successfully achieve and maintain
registration, its procedures for determining training needs must pass recurring
registrar audits.  In other words, the procedures should represent actual practices.
More importantly, procedures must also effectively and efficiently meet the
business and cultural needs of the organization.  Research of existing procedures
and implementation of the best practices will enable Northern Engraving
Corporation to achieve its objectives.
Definition of Terms
For clarity of understanding, the following terms are defined as follows:
1.  Balanced Scorecard–A balanced scorecard is a performance
measurement.  It tracks the essential elements of a company’s strategy using both
financial and operational measures.  The operational measures are the drivers of
future financial performance (Kirkpatrick, 1998).
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2.  Certification or registration–These terms are used interchangeably.
The Standard requires that a firm set up an internal quality assurance system.
This system is subject to audit by a third party prior to certification (Label and
Priester, 1996).
3.  Gap Analysis–An audit completed prior to implementation to
determine variances between ISO requirements and a company’s current
performance (Wilson, 1996).
4.  ISO 9000–A generic, baseline family of quality standards written to be
broadly applicable to a wide range of varying nonspecific industries and products.
These standards establish the basic requirements necessary to document and
maintain an effective quality system (Randall, 1995).
5.  ISO 9001:1994–Provides guidelines for the selection and use together
with the details of the quality management systems that can be used for internal
quality assurance and external quality assurance (Tricker, 1997).
6.  Needs Assessment–A needs assessment is an evaluation of
instructional requirements.  A need is a performance gap separating what people
know, do, or feel from what they should know, do, or feel to perform competently
(Rothwell and Kazanas, 1992).
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7.  Open System-An organization takes inputs (energy, material, people,
capital, etc.) from the environment.  It then processes these inputs and returns
them to the environment in the form of outputs (goods and services).  In such a
system, all the parts, or subsystems, work together to achieve the purpose of the
whole organization (Swanson, 1994).
8.  Performance Improvement Analysis–Performance improvement
analysis is a systematic and thorough workplace diagnosis and documentation
process.  It provides a basis for improving performance at the organizational,
process, and worker levels of an organization (Swanson, 1994).
9.  Quality System–The organizational structure, responsibilities,
procedures, processes, and resources for implementing quality management
(Peach, 1994).
10.  Requirement 4.18–Is a requirement of ISO 9001:1994, and provides
in part, that the supplier shall establish and maintain documented procedures for
identifying training needs, and provide for the training of all personnel performing
activities affecting quality (American National Standard, 1994).
11.  Training Evaluation–A training evaluation is a process to determine
the effectiveness of a training program.  A training evaluation can be conducted at
four levels: Level 1-Reaction, Level 2-Learning, Level 3-Behavior, and Level 4-
18
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Results.  A training evaluation can identify how to improve future training
programs, or whether a program should be continued or dropped (Kirkpatrick,
1998).
Limitations of Study
The limitations of this study are:
1.  The limited time of the researcher.
2.  The limited sample size of 15 research organizations.
3.  A single source from which research subjects were selected.  All
organizations were selected from the EDA University Center (University of
Wisconsin-Stout) client database.
4.  Interviews were conducted telephonically.  In-person interviews may
have yield additional information.
5.  Interviews were short, providing limited time to deeply explore the
unique characteristics of each organization.
19
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Chapter II
Review of Related Literature
Introduction
Northern Engraving Corporation seeks ISO 9001:1994 registration.  One
of its nonconformances with the Standard is its lack of identifiable procedures for
determining its training needs.  This section reviews, describes, and explains the
training requirement of ISO 9001:1994 with particular emphasis on training needs
assessment methodology.  Also, performance improvement methodology is
reviewed, without which, achievement of Northern Engraving Corporation’s
vision and mission would not be possible.  The purpose of this review is to
examine the connection and synergy between the ISO Standard, needs
assessment, and performance improvement methodologies in the context of an
open system (for definition, see page 6).
ISO Standard
The Standard provides a framework based on good business and operating
practices.  It provides a framework for organizational, process, and product
improvement.  ISO 9000 is a system approach to conducting business.  Randall
(1995) describes ISO 9000 as a generic, baseline family of quality standards
written to be broadly applicable to a wide range of varying nonspecific
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organizations and products.  The ISO 9000 models are intended to define specific
minimum requirements for external suppliers.  Randall (1995) states:
If a customer is requiring a supplier to meet the requirements of an ISO
Standard, it will reference one of these models.  The models are:
1.  ISO 9001:1994  Quality Systems-Model for Quality Assurance
in Design/Development, Production, Installation, and Servicing.
2.  ISO 9002:1994  Quality Systems-Model for Quality Assurance
in Production, Installation, and Servicing.
3.  ISO 9003:1994  Quality Systems-Model for Quality Assurance
in Final Inspection and Test. (p. 10)
The specific requirement of ISO 9001:1994 (requirement 4.18) is the
focus of this research.  All three models are identical with respect to this
requirement.  Requirement 4.18 provides that the supplier establish and maintain
documented procedures for identifying training needs and provide for the training
of all personnel performing activities affecting quality.  Personnel performing
specific assigned tasks shall be qualified based on appropriate education, training,
and experience, as required, and appropriate records shall be maintained
(American National Standard, 1994).
Randall (1995) provides that training procedures begin by describing how
a company identifies its training needs.  Randall (1995) states:
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Typically, this is done with job descriptions that detail the minimum
qualifications required for assuming a position or performing a work
function.  Some auditors have interpreted the requirements to “identify
training needs” as a formal requirement for what they call a “training
needs assessment”.  In other words, they want to see a formal periodic
evaluation of each employee’s future training needs. (pp. 333-334)
Randall (1995) believes that interpretation is very conservative, sometimes
extreme, and is arguable.  Instead, he defines “training needs” as the difference
between an employee’s current job description and anticipated future job
description.  Therefore, if an organization has defined job descriptions, the
organization has met both this requirement and has established the qualifications
needed for each job function.
Geisler and Justus (1998) point out that change in today’s business place is
inevitable.  They make the point, that the intent of ISO 9000 is to ensure a
structural framework that is comprehended and followed throughout an
organization.  As new information is received and passed throughout an
organization’s framework, essential elements will stand out as significant
opportunities.  Without this framework, an organization runs the risk of being
blind-sided because the need for change was never recognized or controlled.
Swanson (1994) adds that every organization has a purpose; a mission.  The
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primary purpose of a business is producing quality outputs for its customers.
When customers do not seek an organization’s outputs, it must change or die.  An
organization is a complex open system.  In such a system, all the parts, or
subsystems, work together to achieve the purpose of the whole organization.  This
system view described by Geisler and Justus (1998), and Swanson (1994) is
dynamic and strategic in comparison to the tactical approach referenced by
Randall (1995).  In this system framework, training is based on customer
requirements and increasing organizational performance at all levels.  This
approach is more than simply meeting minimally set organizational standards;
therefore, is more likely to result in performance improvement.
Geisler and Justus (1998) believe effective training with employee
involvement is the most efficient means of initiating controlled change.  Without
strategic training, organizations invariably end up with a patchwork of corrective
procedures and policies that are impossible to follow and impossible to control or
monitor; therefore, employees need to be involved in determining training needs.
Training all employees to analyze current work processes allows the employee to
understand the gaps that may exist between what is currently being done and what
needs to be done.  Typically, a          cross-functional group of individuals
representing the broadest possible spectrum of the company’s population is
selected for this training and analysis.  Geisler and Justus (1998) further add that
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by drawing knowledge from employees who directly affect quality, the quality
system framework will be built according to the intent of the standard.
Needs Assessment and Performance Improvement Methodologies
Allen (1990) and Rossett (1987) believe needs assessment and analysis are
crucial to any training program or human resource department.  Needs assessment
is a process; not a one-time event.  The purpose of the process is to identify the
performance problems and to determine whether training provides viable
solutions.  Needs are identified by defining desired performance and measuring
present performance against what is desired.  This involves obtaining the feelings
of trainees and significant others, and identifying causes for the difference
between actual and expected performance from many perspectives.  The gap or
difference that exists may, or may not, be best resolved by training.  Edwards,
Fiore, and Van Lare (1994) indicate traditional needs analysis assumes that gaps
in performance are based on deficits in skills, knowledge, or attitudes, and focuses
on the characteristics of the individual.  While this is frequently true, a complete
and realistic needs analysis involves more than the individual.  Poor job definition
and difficulties in performance evaluation result in an inability to easily determine
the difference between actual and expected performance.  Organizational climate,
job design, feedback, performance consequences, work group cohesion,
leadership behavior, and other similar factors impact job performance.  Rummler
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and Brache (1994) believe piecemeal approaches that are assumed the answer are
as dangerous as no response at all.  Whether the concern is quality, customer
focus, productivity, cycle-time, or cost, the underlying issue is performance.  In
their opinion, most managers have been unable to respond effectively to the
challenges because they have failed to create an infrastructure for systemic and
continuous improvement of performance.  Swanson (1994) adds that accurate
performance diagnosis is the first step in improving performance.  Proper
diagnosis of performance examines essential performance variables (mission and
goals, system design, capacity, motivation, and expertise) at three levels
(organization, process, and individual).  Rothwell (1996) adds that analyzing
present conditions is an essential starting point for any human performance
improvement strategy, just as it is for strategic planning.  Few improvement
efforts can be initiated if information about the organizational environment, work
environment, work, and employee is not first known.  Kaufman (1985) states
needs assessments provide the direction for useful problem resolution through
identifying, documenting, and selecting appropriate problems.  Clearly identifying
the problem, and selecting the right solution can maximize the effectiveness and
efficiency of any organization and its individuals.  Edwards, Fiore, and Van Lare
(1984) contribute; effectiveness has been defined as “doing the right thing.”
Needs analysis enables development and presentation of training projects and
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programs at the individual and group level that are realistic, performance based,
and results oriented.
According to Kaufman (1985), one of the first steps is to select the needs
assessment and planning level.  He identifies three planning levels: middle,
comprehensive, and strategic.  The middle level is more tactical oriented.  Its
focus is on meeting internal organizational needs such as improving upon
employee competencies.  The comprehensive level goes beyond the middle level
by considering external customer or client needs.  The strategic level includes
what an organization uses, does, and delivers as well as the impact these have on
clients and on society in general.  Edwards, Fiore, and Van Lare (1984) identify
that the process of needs assessment is performed on an organizational level to
determine where within an organization training needs to be conducted.  This type
of analysis requires precise knowledge of organizational goals, an understanding
of an organization’s mission, a grasp of its resources, and an identification of the
impact of external forces on the organization.  Needs analysis is also performed
on an operations level to determine what the content of training should be as
designated by what the individuals must do to perform tasks, jobs, or assignments
effectively.  Lastly, it is performed on an individual level to determine what skills,
knowledge, or attitudes a person must develop.  This type of analysis is an
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extension of the operations analysis and concentrates on the individual traits and
skills that are required to perform a given job.
Phillips and Holton (1995) provide that needs assessments can either be
deficiency oriented; identifying and addressing existing gaps in performance, or
opportunity oriented; identifying those performance deficiencies likely to occur in
the future.  They argue that if organizations are to be successful in today’s fast
changing business environments, needs assessments must be more oriented on the
future.  They identify four types of assessments depending on the type of change
facing an organization: corrective, adaptive, developmental, and strategic.  A
corrective needs assessment analyzes existing problems in existing circumstances.
An adaptive assessment analyzes existing problems in changing circumstances.  A
developmental assessment is designed to improve an organization’s ability to
respond to new and additional problems in the present environment.  A strategic
assessment requires the anticipation of unknown problems that are likely to occur
in the future.  A strategic assessment is more likely to occur in an organization
facing rapid change.
Needs assessment process models are numerous and can be summarized
using a plethora of illustrations and models.  Edwards, Fiore, and Van Lare (1984)
provide the following view of the needs assessment process:
1.  Organizational factors external to the job are examined.
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2.  The job and all relevant factors within the job are examined.
3.  Predictions of factors within and external to the job, which are likely to
change, are made.
4.  Relevant attitudes, skills, and knowledge are identified, defined, and
classified.
5.  Job incumbents are assessed to determine their knowledge, skills, and
attitudes.
6.  Deficiencies are identified and prioritized for possible intervention.
7.  Deficiencies are analyzed to determine whether they can be corrected
through training.
Phillips and Holton (1995) add that by starting at the organizational level,
needs assessment is most likely to result in well-designed interventions with an
improved chance of solving real performance problems.  Data collection should
occur at three levels: organization, work or task, and individual.  Failure to collect
data at each level is likely to result in inefficient use of resources and ineffective
interventions.
Patton (1990) provides that once solutions to problems are identified,
policies and programs are designed to intervene and bring about change.  This
intervention and change is intended to help solve the identified problem in order
to make a significant decision about its value.  Typically, this decision
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(summative evaluation) involves making the decision of whether the program
should be continued, and whether the intervention or change can or should be
generalized to and repeated for other participants or in other applications.
Kirkpatrick (1998) provides a four-level summative evaluation model as a
sequence of ways an organization can evaluate its training programs.  It is
important that each level be applied in succession.  Level 1-Reaction measures
how a participant in a training program reacts to it; it is a measure of customer
satisfaction.  Level 2-Learning measures the extent to which a participant in a
training program acquired skills, knowledge, and a changed attitude.  Level 3-
Behavior measures the extent to which a participant in a training program applies
what he or she learned.  Level 4-Results measures if reaction, learning, and
behavior produce the intended outcome.
Summary
The ISO Standard does not dictate specific methods or practices that must
be followed.  Simply, it mandates the adoption of quality assurance goals and
principles.  A company’s minimum requirement is conformance to its own criteria
(Label and Priester, 1994).  Requirement 4.18 of ISO 9001:1994, provides that the
supplier establish and maintain documented procedures for identifying training
needs, and provide for the training of all personnel activities affecting quality.
Persons performing specific assigned tasks are qualified based on appropriate
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education, training and experience, as required (American National Standard,
1994).
According to the ISO Standard, the methodologies for determining
training needs are tailor made to each organization.  At a minimum, the
determination of training needs can be as simple as comparing an employees
current skills, knowledge, and attitude against a current or future job description
(Randall, 1995).  However, training needs assessment and performance
improvement can be dynamic and holistic, occurring at one or all levels of an
organization: organizational, process, and individual (Phillips and Holten, 1995;
Rummler & Brache, 1995).  Rothwell (1996) adds that few improvement efforts
can be initiated if information about the organizational environment, work
environment, work, and employee is not first known.  Geisler and Justus (1998)
add that without strategic training, organizations invariably end up with a
patchwork of corrective procedures and policies that are impossible to follow, and
impossible to control or monitor.  Organizational climate, job design, feedback,
performance consequences, work group cohesion, leadership behavior, and other
similar factors impact job performance (Edwards, Fiore, and Van Lare, 1994).
Rummler and Brache (1994) believe that most managers have been unable to
respond effectively to the challenges because they have failed to create the
infrastructure for systematic and continuous improvement of performance.  Needs
30
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assessment and performance methodologies properly applied, enable
organizations to achieve their quality assurance goals and the principle of
continuous improvement.  Success is dependent on recognizing organizations as
complex open systems.  In such a system, all the parts, or subsystems, work
together to achieve the purpose of the whole organization (Swanson, 1994).
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Chapter III
Methodology and Approach
Introduction
This section describes the research methods and process that were used to
identify methods or procedures for determining training needs employed by
selected organizations that have achieved ISO 9000 registration.  Northern
Engraving Corporation has made the decision to seek ISO 9001 registration;
however, to be successful it must identify and implement procedures for
determining training needs.  Since it does not have any practiced procedures, an
in-depth exploration of procedures employed by selected organizations will be
conducted through qualitative research methods.
Research Design
Patton (1990) provides that formative evaluation is limited entirely to a
focus on a specific context.  Formative evaluation serves the purpose of
improving a specific program, policy, group, or product.  There is no attempt in
formative evaluation to generalize findings beyond the setting in which one is
working.  The purpose of the research is to improve effectiveness within that
setting.  Formative evaluations rely heavily on process studies, implementation
evaluations, case studies, and evaluability assessments.  Emory and Copper
(1991) add that discovery is more easily carried out if the researcher can analyze
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cases that provide special insight.  Typically, in exploration, we are less interested
in getting a representative cross-section view than in getting information from
those sources that might provide insights.  Patton (1990) also provides that an
intensity sample consists of information rich cases that manifest the phenomenon
of interest intensely, but not extremely.  By using intensity sampling, the
researcher seeks excellent or rich examples of the elements under study.
The method of data collection involved monitoring and interrogation
processes in order to strengthen the study design through methodological
triangulation.  With regard to the former process, both literature review and
observation were employed.  With regard to the later process, telephonic
interviews were utilized.  A brief discussion of each method and applicable
sampling design follows.
Sampling Design and Data Collection
A primary means of secondary data collection occurred through a review
of related literature.  Numerous resources such as, but not limited to, theses,
journals, and books were utilized.  The review was focused on the problem
statement; however, it remained flexible, fluid, and creative given time and
resources in order to find the richest and most pertinent data.  Patton (1990) notes
that qualitative inquiry designs cannot be completely specified in advance of
fieldwork.  A qualitative design unfolds as fieldwork unfolds.
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Another means for collecting data occurred through first-hand experience
as a participant observer in an employee task group established to meet
requirement 4.18 of the ISO 9001 Standard.  This method yielded both secondary
data through a review of internal records and primary data through observation,
participation, and creation of documentation.  The task group consisted of seven
salaried employees representing manufacturing and administrative functions
within the corporation.  Representatives of Grant Thornton LLP guided the task
group through the ISO 9001 process.  The task group was given the charge to
identify and document procedures for determining training needs.  Their
assignment was completed November 1, 1999.  The result of this method is
reported as a case study in Chapter IV.
In addition, interviews with subject matter experts were conducted.  Patton
(1990) describes the benefit of purposeful sampling by noting the difference
between quantitative and qualitative methods.  He provides that qualitative
inquiry typically focuses in depth on relatively small samples, even single cases,
selected purposefully.  Quantitative methods typically depend on larger samples
selected randomly.  The logic and power of probability sampling depends on
selecting a truly random and statistically representative sample that will permit
confident generalization from the sample to a larger population.  The logic and
power of purposeful sampling lies in selecting information rich cases for study in
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depth.  Emory and Cooper (1991) add that while published data is a valuable
resource, seldom is more than a fraction of the existing knowledge in a field put
into writing; therefore, one will profit by seeking information from persons
experienced in the area of study.  For this research, in view of limited time,
subject matter experts were randomly selected from organizations that have
achieved ISO 9000 registration utilizing the services of the EDA University
Center, Stout Technology Transfer Institute.  The organizations selected
represented a stratified random sample.  These organizations were stratified on the
basis of organizational size and ISO system maturity.  The sample represents
organizations with employment levels above 500, from 100 to 500, and below 100
employees.  The sample also represents organizations with varying levels of ISO
system maturity.  Several have had a system in place for several years while
several organizations have had a system in place for less than a year.  The sample
organizations were selected based on the richness of the information they would
likely provide, business size, and based on the perceived willingness to
participate.  A case study for each participating organization is located in
Appendix A.  The number of interviews or target sample was 15.  Emory and
Cooper (1991) share that the amount of exploration needed depends on what is
being learned.  If the last interviews taken turn up new information of value;
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sampling should continue.  They add you should keep going until your findings
duplicate what you know.
The interviews were flexible allowing exploration of various avenues that
emerged, however, they were not informal in design in order to ensure that certain
questions were asked and information was received from all interviewees.
Instead, a general interview guide was used.  This approach was also selected to
ensure that the limited time available in the interview was used effectively and
efficiently.  Patton (1990) describes this approach as follows:
The general interview guide approach involves outlining a set of issues
that are to be explored with each respondent before interviewing begins.
The issues in the outline need not be taken in any particular order and the
actual wording of the questions to elicit responses about those issues is not
determined in advance.  The interview guide simply serves as a basic
checklist during the interview to make sure that all relevant topics are
covered.  The interview guide presumes that there is common information
that should be obtained from each person interviewed, but no set of
standardized questions is written in advance.  The interviewer is thus
required to adapt both the wording and the sequence of the questions to
specific respondents in the context of the actual interview. (p. 280)
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A copy of the interview guide used in this research is located in Appendix
B.
Interviews were conducted telephonically because of convenience,
efficiency, and limited time of the researcher.  Prospective interview candidates
were contacted in advance by letter requesting their participation.  The letter
informed them that they would be contacted within a week by telephone.  A copy
of the letter is located in Appendix C.  During each interview, information
collected was recorded as a case record.  Immediately following each interview,
the recorded information was reviewed for completeness and accuracy.  Follow-
up interviews to clarify information recorded, or to seek additional relevant or
missed data, was conducted where appropriate.  Interviewees were informed of
this possible need, and permission for follow-up was sought in advance.
Interviews were typically completed in 30 to 45 minutes; however, some
interviews lasted longer depending on the chemistry between the interviewer and
interviewee, and the richness of the data being discovered.
Data Analysis
The purpose of qualitative inquiry is to produce findings.  The culminating
activities of qualitative inquiry are analysis, interpretation, and presentation of
findings.  The challenge is to make sense of massive amounts of data, reduce the
volume of information, identify significant patterns, and construct a framework
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for communicating the essence of what the data revealed (Patton, 1990).
Presentation and interpretation of the data occur in Chapter IV and Chapter V.
The focus of this section will be on the methodology and approach used in the
data analysis process.  The review of literature is cited where relevant to help
bring focus to the analysis of this research.  The analysis process used is outlined
in Figure 1.
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Analysis Process
Review/Organize Data
Produce 2 Copies of Data Secure Master
Organize/Code Data
Write Case Record
Write Case Study Narrative
Analyze Data by Case &
Across Group
Figure 1 Research Model
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Figure 1 served as the template for analyzing the interview and
observation data collected.  The process can be summarized as a six-step process
as follows:
1.  Review and organize data to ensure that all information is complete.
2.  Produce two copies of the data as working documentation.  Secure the
original raw data as the master copy.  Interview transcripts will be verbatim and
not edited.  The master copy will be the essential resource for locating materials
and maintaining the context for the raw data.
3.  Organize and code the data.  Identify and categorize the main patterns
in the data.  Maintain focus on the original questions of the research.
4.  Write a case record from the case data for each observation and
interview.  Observation data collected from the Northern Engraving task group is
presented with a focus on process and outcomes.  Interview data is presented
specific to each interview.  The case record includes all the major data that is used
in the final case study and analysis.
5.  Write a case study narrative for each interview and observation.
6.  Analyze data by case as well as across group.
The applied methodology described herein produced rich data that, upon
analysis and interpretation, provided answers to the objectives of this research.
Presentation of the data occurs in Chapter IV.
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Chapter IV
Findings and Analysis of Results
Northern Engraving Corporation Case Study
Northern Engraving Corporation retained the services of Grant Thornton
LLP, a consulting firm, to assist them with preparation for ISO 9001 certification.
They plan to prepare and seek registration at their corporate headquarters and
their largest manufacturing facility by January 2000.  After successful
registration, these facilities will serve as a template for other company’ facilities.
On December 17, 1998, representatives of Grant Thornton submitted an
evaluation and review of corporate and manufacturing operational systems and
procedures against the requirements of the ISO 9001:1994.  This gap analysis
identified that Northern Engraving Corporation needed to establish and maintain
documented procedures for identifying its training needs.  A joint task group of
seven salaried employees representing the corporate headquarters and
manufacturing facility was formed for this expressed purpose.  Members of this
task group were selected based on their cross-functional areas of responsibility
and their level of authority and ability to achieve results.  A copy of the training
procedure and associated documentation developed by the task group is found in
Appendix D.
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There is not a formal training department at Northern Engraving
Corporation; furthermore, Northern Engraving Corporation does not use written
job descriptions to identify position qualifications for either management or union
positions.  Most of what is known and performed on a day-to-day basis is held in
the collective knowledge of its employees.  Northern Engraving Corporation has
historically relied on and continues to rely on on-the-job training to acquire
necessary skills and knowledge within its workforce.  On-the-job training occurs
through partnering a newly hired, or recently transferred or promoted employee,
with an experienced employee.  In the production facility, an experienced
employee is someone who demonstrates expertise through job mastery and
willingness to train.  In the corporate setting, an experienced employee is
someone who holds or has held the responsibilities of the position being learned
by the new entrant.  These experienced individuals are neither identified as
trainers nor given any training to prepare them as trainers.  The training process is
not structured and it can vary each time training occurs dependent on the learner,
experienced employee, and setting.  In the case of both union production worker
and salaried worker, each begins learning based on daily events.
For the above reasons, the task group selected a training log (see
Appendix D, Training Log) as the tool to summarize position knowledge and skill
requirements.  The training log identifies each occupational position both salaried
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and union, and its respective training needs or position qualifications.  Because
written job qualifications didn’t formally exist, the task group requested each
department supervisor to identify and collect this information.  Supervisors were
asked to identify by position, the skills and knowledge an employee needed to
complete a particular job.  They were also asked to consider new hire orientation
and safety requirements.  Many supervisors involved their experienced employees
in the process of identifying and collecting this information, especially in salaried
positions where many one-of-a-kind positions exist.  The inclusion of the
experienced employees enhanced the process by generating more timely and
accurate information.  It also contributed to more employee involvement and
increased awareness of the ISO effort underway.  As this information flowed back
to the task group, it was reviewed and evaluated for clarity, completeness, and
organization.  Routinely, this information was returned to the supervisor for
improvement.  This process was repeated over several weeks until all information
appeared complete and uniform in organization and content elements.  This data
was then compiled by position into a training needs checklist.  Supervisors used
these checklists to identify an employee’s training needs based on a given
position’s requirements (see Appendix D, Training Needs Checklists QSF
4.18.003).  Experienced employees were considered trained and qualified for the
purpose of their present position specific training requirements.  More recently
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hired employees and less experienced employees were provided on-the-job
training and classroom instruction to fulfill identified training needs.  Reaction,
learning, behavior, and results (Kirkpatrick, 1998) were not evaluated.
Supervisors recorded completed training on the checklists before forwarding them
onto the Human Resource Department for data input.
Based on earlier experience with manual record keeping, it was
determined by the task group, that a computerized training database would be
established to manage training records and information.  A customized record-
keeping program (personal computer program) was developed by the Human
Resource Department, Information System Department, and the task group.  In
addition, a procedure was developed and implemented that enabled the newly
created training system to remain fluid and current (see Appendix D, Training
Procedure QSP 4.18.01).  This procedure describes the methodology for
identifying training needs, providing training, and maintaining training records.  It
does not address training evaluation.  It applies to all employees who perform or
have responsibility for activities affecting quality.  Each supervisor or department
head is responsible for reviewing their department’s training requirements at least
annually to ensure the content remains current with any process improvements or
technological changes.  In addition, a review may be conducted in response to a
nonconformance identified during an audit.  The method used to conduct a
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periodic review is similar to that employed by the task group.  The Human
Resource Department will provide a copy of the training log to each supervisor.
Each supervisor will assess the training log against current position requirements.
Departmental employees may be involved in this process.  Any gap will be
reported to Human Resources and respective records will be updated.
As of this writing, Northern Engraving Corporation’s ISO quality system
document is undergoing a third-party desk audit.  This audit will reveal if there
are apparent deficiencies in the quality system documentation in relationship to
the ISO Standard.  The procedures described herein (those referenced in
Appendix D) are presently being followed by Northern Engraving Corporation
and are believed to fulfill the requirements of the Standard, and their immediate
business needs.
Quantitative and Qualitative Findings-Case Studies
Fifteen organizations were telephonically interviewed.  The result of each
interview is recorded as a case study and is located in Appendix A.  Each
organization was located in Minnesota or Wisconsin, although many owned
businesses in other states, or were a subsidiary of a multi-state or international
organization.  The 15 selected organizations represented a stratified random
sample.  The criteria used for selection was purposely followed in order to yield a
broad cross-section of organizations, diversity of quality system design, and
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various gradations of quality system maturation.  Each case study is reported and
summarized in Table 1 (p. 32).  The term “formal” in the context of this research
data, means, a defined process or structured methodology and assigned
responsibility exist.  The term “informal” in the context of this research data,
means, a process is not clearly defined or methodology is unstructured and
responsibility is not clearly assigned.  A quantitative analysis follows:
Sample Demographics/Description
1.  Organization Size: Average 396 employees, median 350 employees.
Eighty percent of the sample population falls within one standard deviation (+/-
312 employees) of the average organization size.  Range: 1120 employees.  One
organization employed fewer than 100 employees.  Nine organizations employed
more than 100 employees, but less than 500 employees.  Five organizations
employed 500 or more employees (one employing 1200 employees).
2.  Ownership: Ten organizations (67%) are privately owned.  Five
organizations (33%) are publicly owned.
3.  ISO Preparation: Thirteen organizations (87% of interview sample)
were ISO certified at the time of their respective interview.  Two organizations
(13%) of interview sample) were not ISO certified at the time.  One of these
organizations had been
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TABLE 1: CASE STUDY SUMMARY
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CASE STUDY 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15
# of Employees 80 580 350 170 230 130 1200 450 570 500 445 110 200 800 125
Ownership P P P PB P P P PB PB P P P PB PB P
Time to Complete 5m 18 m 6-12m 12-18m 18 m * 12 m 12 m 30 m 8 m 9 m 12-18 m 18-24 m 18 m 14 m
Time Certified 3 yrs 1.5 yrs 3 m 3.5 yrs 1.5 yrs * 7 yrs 5 yrs 8 yrs 7 yrs 6.5 yrs 10 m 1.5 yrs 5 yrs 11 m
REASONS FOR ISO
Business Abroad X X X X X X
Marketing X X X X X X X X X
Continuous Improvement X X X X X X X X X X X
Customer Required X X X X X X X X X
System Approach X X X X X X X X X X X X
Other X
RESPONSIBILITY
Quality X X X X X X X X X
Integrated X X X X X X
TRAINING
Yes X X X X
No X X X X X X X X X X X
TOOLS
Matrix/Checklist X X X X
Job Description X X X X X X X
Work Instructions X X X X X X X X X X X X X X
ASSESSMENT
Supervisor I F F I F F I F I F F F I F F
Training F F I F
Employee I I I I I I I
PRIMARY EMPHASIS
OTJ I F I I I F I I I I F F I
Classroom F F F F F F
TRAINING EVAL. 
     LEVELS
Level 1 - Reaction F
Level 2 - Learning F F F F F F I
Level 3 - Behavior F F I I I I
Level 4 - Results O
RESPONSIBILITY 
     FOR EVALUATION
Level 1 - Reaction T
Level 2 - Learning S/T/O S O T T S S
Level 3 - Behavior S/T/O S S S S S
Level 4 - Results O
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P – Privately Owned, PB – Publicly Owned, F – Formal, I – Informal, S – Supervisor, T – Trainer, O-Other
previously certified, but ceased certification for financial reasons; however, it still
actively maintains its quality system (see Appendix A-Case Study 1).  The other
organization feels it is ISO compliant and is in the process of seeking certification
by February or March 2000 (see Appendix A-Case Study 6).  Of the 14
organizations that had achieved ISO certification, many were certified for several
months while others were certified for several years.  The average time certified
was approximately 3.5 years.  The range for duration of certification; however,
spanned approximately 7 years.  Once organizationally supported, it took on
average 15 months for each organization to become certified.  Eleven
organizations or approximately 79% report achieving certification within one
standard deviation (+/- 6 months) of the average certification time; however,
several organizations reported multiple attempts, “false starts”, or “misfires”
before being successful (see Appendix A-Case Studies: 2, 3, 5 and 12).
Reasons for Seeking ISO Certification
1.  Business Abroad: Six organizations (40%) reported that this was a
reason for pursuing ISO certification.
2.  Marketing: Nine organizations (60%) reported that this was a reason
for pursuing ISO certification.
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3.  Continuous Improvement: Eleven (73%) reported that this was a reason
for pursuing ISO certification.
4.  Customer Required: Nine (60%) reported that this was a reason for
pursuing ISO certification.
5.  System Approach: Twelve (80%) reported that this was a reason for
pursuing ISO certification.
6.  Other: One organization reported that it pursued ISO because ISO
provided an organizational communication system.
On average, each organization gave three reasons for seeking ISO
certification.  The two most prevalent reasons given were; ISO provided a system
approach for quality and ISO provided a framework for continuous improvement
(see Table 1).
Responsibility for ISO Administration
1.  Nine organizations (60 %) reported that the primary responsibility for
ISO administration is assigned to a quality function or department.  The quality
department has been referred to as the “gatekeeper” or “driving force” by some of
these organizations.  Several of these organizations are moving towards
integration where responsibility for their ISO quality system is shared throughout
the organization (see Table 1 and Appendix A-Case Studies).
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2.  Six organizations (40%) reported that the primary responsibility for
ISO administration is integrated throughout the organization.
Training
1.  Four organizations (27%) reported that they have a training
department.
2. Eleven organizations (73%) reported that they do not have a training
department.
Tools
1.  Matrix/Checklist: These documents/tools are used to identify: position
qualifications, training requirements, and to guide training.  Four organizations
(27%) reported using these tools to achieve training requirements.
2.  Job Descriptions: Job descriptions identify the qualifications of a given
position and support the identification of training needs.  Seven organizations
(47%) reported using job descriptions in the identification of training needs.
3.  Work Instructions: Work instructions provide detailed descriptions of
work tasks and describe how work is completed.  Fourteen organizations (93%)
reported using work instructions to achieve training requirements.
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Eight organizations (53%) reported using two or all three of these tools to
conduct needs assessments and carry out training.  Several organizations reported
using a problem-solving model or methodology to identify training needs (see
Appendix A-Case Studies: 6, 10, 13, 14, and 15).
Needs Assessment
1.  Supervisor Responsibility: Fifteen organizations (100%) reported that
the supervisor was responsible for determining training needs.  Ten of these
organizations (67%) had developed a formal approach to conducting needs
assessments.  Five (33%) followed informal needs assessment practices.
2.  Training Responsibility: Those organizations with training departments
(four organizations) reported that the training department was responsible for
conducting needs assessments.  Three (75%) of these organization’s training
departments followed formal needs assessment methodologies.  The fourth
organization followed informal practices.
3.  Employee Responsibility: Only seven organizations (47%) involved
employees in determining training needs.  Employee involvement was reported as
informal in all cases.
Primary Emphasis-Training
1.  On-the-Job Training: Thirteen organizations (87%) reported relying on
on-the-job training as a primary means to accomplish training.  Nine of these
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organizations had informal on-the-job training programs.  Four of the 13
organizations had formal on-the-job training programs.  Three of these four
organizations reported relying on both formalized on-the-job and classroom
training (see Table 1 and Appendix A-Case Studies: 2, 7, and 14).
2.  Classroom Training: Six organizations (40%) reported relying on
classroom training as a primary means to accomplish training.  All 15
organizations reported using both on-the-job and classroom training to various
extents to accomplish training.
Training Evaluation
1.  One organization (6%) reported completing formal Level 1-Reaction
training evaluations.
2.  Six organizations (47%) reported completing formal Level 2-Learning
training evaluations.
3.  Two organizations (13%) reported completing formal Level 3-Behavior
training evaluations.
4.  Two organizations (13%) reported completing formal Level 2-Learning
and Level 3-Behavior training evaluations (see Appendix A-Case Studies: 2 and
3).
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5.  One organization reported development and planned application of
Level 4-Results training evaluation using a balanced scorecard (see Appendix A-
Case Study 14).
Training Evaluation-Responsibility
1.  Organizations (3) without training departments reported supervisory
responsibility for conducting Level 2-Learning training evaluations (see Table 1).
One organization reported supervisory responsibility for conducting Level 3-
Behavior training evaluations.
2.  The four organizations with training departments reported various
levels of responsibility for conducting training evaluations (see Table 1).  One
organization reported responsibility for only Level 1-Reaction training evaluation.
Three organizations reported responsibility for Level 2-Learning training
evaluation.  Only one organization reported training department responsibility for
Level 2-Learning and Level 3-Behavior training evaluations (see Appendix A-
Case Study 2).
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Chapter V
Summary, Conclusions, and Recommendations
Summary
Northern Engraving Corporation has set a 12-month timetable to prepare
for ISO 9001:1994 registration.  It is imperative that it identifies procedures that it
can readily adopt and fully endorse.  Most importantly, procedures must also
effectively and efficiently meet the business and cultural needs of the
organization.  Research of existing procedures and implementation of the best
practices will enable Northern Engraving Corporation to achieve its objectives.
During the course of this research, Northern Engraving Corporation with
the assistance of Grant Thornton LLP, a consulting firm, and an internal task
group, designed, developed, and implemented procedures for determining its
training needs (see Chapter IV-Northern Engraving Corporation Case Study).
The results of this case study have been compared to the literature and findings of
the 15 organizations that participated in this research.  Conclusions and
recommendations are reported below.
The 15 organizations that contributed to the body of this research were
selected based on the richness of the information they would likely provide,
varied business size, and on their willingness to participate.  These criteria were
purposely followed in order to yield: a broad cross-section of organizations,
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diversity of quality system design, and various gradations of system maturation.
Patton (1990) provides that qualitative inquiry typically focuses in depth on
relatively small samples, even single cases, selected purposefully.  Quantitative
methods typically depend on larger samples selected randomly.  The logic and
power of probability sampling depends on selecting a truly random and
statistically representative sample that will permit confident generalization from
the sample to a larger population.  The logic and power of purposeful sampling
lies in selecting information-rich cases for study in depth.  In view of the research
results (see Table 1 and Appendix A), a rich diversity of data and information was
collected.  The significant conclusions from the analysis of this information
follows.
Conclusions
Label and Priester (1996) point out that ISO 9000 does not dictate specific
methods or practices that must be followed.  Simply, it mandates the adoption of
quality assurance goals and principles.  A company’s minimum requirement is
conformance to its own criteria.  This can be seen in the diversity of approaches
taken by the case study organizations.  At one end of the spectrum, the minimal
requirement is exemplified by “the customer made us do it” (see Appendix A-
Case Study 8).  At the other end of the spectrum, a maximal effort is portrayed as
focusing on building a “solid quality system” and practicing a continuous
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improvement methodology (see Appendix A-Case Study14).  The ISO Standard
provides a framework based on good business and operating practices.  It
provides a framework for organizational process and product improvement.  Each
case study organization, on average, gave three reasons for seeking ISO
certification.  The two most prevalent reasons given were, ISO provided a system
approach for quality (80% of organizations responded) and ISO provided a
framework for continuous improvement (73% of the organizations responded).
Refer to Table 1 and Chapter IV-Qualitative and Quantitative Findings.  It is
interesting to note that 73% of the organizations reported seeking ISO
certification for continuous improvement purposes when the ISO Standard does
not require continuous improvement.
Successful implementation of ISO 9000 requires a significant amount of
training, documentation, and top management involvement.  Peach (1995)
provides that 12 to 18 months and a significant allocation of resources for
implementation is common.  This is further supported by the findings of this
research.  Once organizationally supported, it took, on average, 15 months for an
organization to become certified (see Chapter IV-Qualitative and Quantitative
Findings).  Although, several organizations reported multiple attempts, “misfires”,
or “false starts” before achieving certification (see Appendix A-Case Studies:2, 3,
5, and 12).
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Randall (1995) provides that training procedures begin by describing how
a company identifies its training needs.  Typically, this is done with job
descriptions that detail the minimum qualifications required for assuming a
position or performing a work function.  Randall defines “training needs” as the
difference between an employee’s current job description and anticipated future
job description; therefore, if an organization has formal job descriptions, it has
met both this requirement and has established the qualifications needed for each
job function.
Geisler and Justus (1998) make the point, that the intent of ISO 9000 is to
ensure a structural framework that is comprehended and followed throughout an
organization.  As new information is received and passed throughout an
organization’s framework, essential elements will stand out as significant
opportunities.  Without this framework, an organization runs the risk of being
blind-sided because the need for change was never recognized or controlled.  In a
system framework, training is based on customer requirements and increasing
organizational performance at all levels.  Rummler and Brache (1994) believe that
most managers have been unable to respond effectively to the challenges because
they have failed to create an infrastructure for continuous improvement of
performance.  Kaufman (1985) provides that needs assessments provide the
direction for useful problem resolution through identifying, documenting, and
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selecting appropriate problems.  Clearly identifying the problem and selecting the
right solution can maximize the effectiveness and efficiency of an organization
and its individuals.
This approach is more than simply meeting minimally set organizational
standards; therefore, is more likely to result in performance improvement.  Based
on the findings of the case study research, it appears that some organizations start
with a minimalist approach referred to by Randall (1995).  However, it also
appears that given time and organizational commitment, organizations that
endorse the principle of continuous improvement transform to a holistic ISO
system approach that responds to organizational, process, and employee needs.
Several case study organizations support this finding.  Some have responded
accordingly: “ISO supports the organizational mission of doing business
effectively and efficiently.”  “Plenty of business flaws were identified for
improvement.  With our organization it is not a façade or resource waster.  We go
beyond the minimum requirements of ISO.” “ISO provided us with a quality
system: a foundation to build on.  The system has stretched to all areas of the
business.  The system provides for process improvement.  The ways things are
done are more efficient and effective.  It has enhanced our systems.” “Our
experience has taught us that the internal benefits of ISO greatly out weigh
external benefits of ISO.  ISO produced a smooth flow of the operation, resulted
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in better products and on-time deliveries, improved sales, created a common
system, and reduced nonconformances.  We are hearing good things from our
customers.” (see Appendix A-Case Studies: 2, 3, 4, and 15).  In addition, this
finding is further supported by the following data: 10 case study organizations
(67%) followed a formal approach in conducting needs assessments (see Chapter
IV-Qualitative and Quantitative Findings).  Five organizations (33%) reported
using a problem-solving model or methodology to identify training needs (see
Appendix A-Case Studies: 6, 10, 13, 14, and 15).
Geisler and Justus (1998) believe effective training with employee
involvement is the most efficient means of initiating controlled change.  Without
strategic training, organizations invariably end up with a patchwork of corrective
procedures and policies that are impossible to follow and impossible to control or
monitor; therefore, employees need to be involved in determining training needs.
Training all employees to analyze their current work processes allows the
employee to understand the gaps that may exist between what is currently being
done and what needs to be done.  Typically, a          cross-functional group of
individuals representing the broadest possible spectrum of the company’s
population is selected for this training and analysis.  Geisler and Justus (1998)
further add that by drawing knowledge from employees who directly affect
quality, the quality system framework will be built according to the intent of the
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standard.  Although employee involvement is important, none of the organizations
interviewed formally involve employees in the needs assessment process.  The
data showed, only seven organizations (47%) involved employees in determining
training needs.  Employee involvement was reported as informal in all cases.
Instead, the responsibility was delegated to supervisors in most organizations.
The data showed that 15 organizations (100%) reported that supervisors were
responsible for determining training needs.  Those organizations with training
departments reported additionally that the training department was responsible for
conducting needs assessments.
Edwards, Fiore, and Van Lare (1984) identify that the process of needs
assessment is performed on an organizational level to determine where within an
organization training needs to be conducted.  This type of analysis requires
precise knowledge of organizational goals, an understanding of an organization’s
mission, a grasp of its resources, and an identification of the impact of external
forces on the organization.  Needs analysis is also performed on an operations
level to determine what the content of training should be as designated by what
the individuals must do to perform tasks, jobs, or assignments effectively.  Lastly,
it is performed on an individual level to determine what skills, knowledge, or
attitudes a person must develop.  This type of analysis is an extension of the
operations analysis and concentrates on the individual traits and skills that are
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required to perform a given job.  Phillips and Holten (1995) and Rummler and
Brache (1995) support this by adding that training needs assessment and
performance improvement can be dynamic and holistic, occurring at one or all
levels of an organization: organizational, process, and individual.  Rothwell
(1996) further adds that few improvements efforts can be initiated if information
about the organizational environment, work environment, work, and employee is
not first known.
Organizations not only need to be concerned with conducting complete
and accurate needs assessments, but also, ensuring that identified solutions
produce the results at the targeted level of the organization.  Kirkpatrick (1998)
provides a four-level model as a sequence of ways an organization can evaluate
its training programs.  Kirkpatrick (1998) describes the process as follows:
Each level is important and has an impact on the next level.  As you move
from one level to the next, the process becomes more difficult and time
consuming, but it also provides more valuable information.  None of the
levels should be bypassed simply to get to the level that the trainer
considers the most important. (p. 19)
The case study data showed that one organization (6%) reported
completing formal Level 1-Reaction training evaluations.  Six organizations
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(47%) reported completing formal Level 2-Learning training evaluations.  Two
organizations (13%) reported completed formal Level 3-Behavior training
evaluations.  One organization (6%) is developing Level 4-Results training
evaluation for implementation (see Appendix A-Case Study 14).  It is interesting
to note that the six organizations that reported completing Level 2-Learning
and/or Level 3-Behavior training evaluations did not report completing Level 1-
Reaction training evaluations.  Only one organization in the sample population
reported completing Level 1-Reaction training evaluations.  This apparent
discrepancy with Kirkpatrick’s model (1998) cannot be compared or generalized
among the 15 organizations that participated in this research because the four
levels of evaluation were not specifically defined or queried during each interview
because this data was considered incidental to the purpose of this research.
Eight organizations (53%) did not conduct formal training evaluations.
Instead, several reported relying on informal supervisory observation to evaluate
if employees learned and applied new knowledge, skills, or attitude on the job
(see Appendix A-Case Studies: 1, 4, 5, 8, 11, 12, 13 and 14).  Also, several
organizations that reported completing formal training evaluations similarly
reported using informal supervisory observation (see Appendix A-Case Studies:
6, 7, 9, 10 and 15).
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The data does not indicate any significant difference between
organizations with training departments and those without.  There were four
organizations with training departments.  Each reported various levels of training
department responsibility for conducting training evaluations (see Table 1).  One
organization reported responsibility for only Level 1-Reaction training evaluation.
Two organizations reported responsibility for Level 2-Learning training
evaluation.  The remaining organization reported training department
responsibility for Level 2-Learning and Level 3-Behavior training evaluations
(see Appendix A-Case Study 2).
One organization that appears to be on the cutting edge reported
development and planned application of Level 4-Results training evaluation using
a balanced scorecard (see Appendix A-Case Study 14).  Balanced scorecard is
further defined in Chapter I, Definitions, page 5.  This same organization employs
the principles of continuous improvement and uses a defined problem-solving
model to identify improvement opportunities.
Recommendations
Northern Engraving Corporation has set a 12-month timetable to prepare
for ISO 9001:1994 registration.  In the course of preparing for certification it has
designed, developed, and implemented procedures for determining its training
needs (see Chapter IV-Northern Engraving Corporation Case Study).  Northern
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Engraving Corporation believes these procedures will effectively and efficiently
meet the business and cultural needs of the organization.  The procedures fulfill
the minimal requirements described by Randall (1995) and will likely pass on ISO
certification audit; however, the literature highlights, and the case studies
illustrate the system components and “best practices” necessary for an
organization to seize the leading edge.  To optimize the benefits and opportunities
of the ISO Standard, Northern Engraving Corporation and any organization
seeking to improve its organization, process, and employee performance, should
consider the following:
1.  ISO is only a foundation: a starting point for a quality system.
2.  Endorse system thinking.
3.  Internalize continuous improvement.  Integrate performance
improvement methods into all levels of the organization.
4.  Measure, evaluate, and reward performance at all levels of the
organization.
5.  Involve employees at all levels of the organization in the system and
process.
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Appendix A
Case Studies
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Case Study 1
This organization is a service company that provides structural
engineering designs and inspection and testing services.  This organization is
privately held and employs approximately 80 employees at three regional office
locations.  This company was ISO 9001 certified, but made the decision about 1
year ago, after being certified for 3 years, to not seek registration renewal for
economic reasons.  The elements of their ISO system are still in place.  This
company pursued ISO unsuccessfully three times over a 3-year period.  However,
once the responsibility for the project was assigned to a specific individual along
with the authority and resources, it took 5 months to complete certification.  This
organization sought ISO certification for the following reasons:
1.  It created discipline by providing a common-company approach for
conducting business across three dispersed offices.
2.  It helped establish a single-company culture by uniting the offices.
3.  It would provide increased marketing potential (this didn’t prove to be
an advantage).
4.  ISO would establish a corrective action tool.
The Quality Manager was responsible for facilitating ISO implementation.
The Quality Manager had the full support of the organization’s President.  The
documentation created identified how work actually was done, not how various
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employees opinioned it should be done.  The workforce consists primarily of
engineers and inspectors.  Supervisors of each work group were asked to identify
the qualifications for each position reporting to them (supervisors are actively
practicing engineers).  A concise training matrix or checklist identifying
educational and industrial certification credentials was created.  When a new
position was added, the respective supervisor would be asked to identify the
minimum qualifications for the position.  Ideal preferences were also identified
that would define the best candidate to be hired.  These preferences are
documented as guidelines by this organization as the qualifications that an ideal
job candidate would possess over and above the minimum qualifications for a
position.  Compliance with guidelines is not mandatory and therefore not within
the scope of internal audit.
The organizational focus has always been on hiring only qualified people;
therefore, most training that occurred has been on the job.  Claims of education,
prior training, and industrial certification on employment applications are
accepted as proof of qualification.  The contents of employment applications are
unique from resumes because the applicant signs approval that they may be
dismissed if they provide false information.  However, a new engineer, or an
experienced engineer that lacks experience in a specific discipline will receive
training on an on-going basis until the supervisor is confident in the new
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employee’s work.  This training involves pairing the new engineer with an
experienced engineer; no attempt is made to retain records of this type of training.
In addition, everyone’s technical analysis of computations and work product is
checked by at least one other engineer before the work is released to the customer.
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Case Study 2
This organization employs approximately 580 employees at 65 store
locations across six states.  The organization consists of three privately-owned
(employee-owned) business units.  Retail (automotive glass), light assembly
(tools associated with glass industry), and training services (design and
development) associated with the auto glass industry.  The auto glass retail and
training services units are ISO 9001 certified.  The light assembly unit is ISO
9002 certified.  All three units have been certified since the first quarter of 1998.
It took approximately 18 months to become certified.  The Quality department is
the driving unit behind ISO in the organization; however, ISO is also supported at
all levels of the organization.  This organization sought ISO certification for the
following reasons:
1.  ISO provides a framework to coordinate business activities between 65
stores located across six states.
2.  It provides a strategic marketing tool.  “None of our competition are
ISO certified”.
3.  ISO supports the organizational mission of doing business effectively
and efficiently.  “ISO is a first step.  Last year, we applied for the Wisconsin
Forward Award.  We want to take a leadership role in our industry”.
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Three critical areas are supported with job descriptions and work
instructions; Installation Technician, Customer Service, and Internal Auditors.
There are four main training areas: ISO orientation, installation technician,
customer service, and internal auditor.
All employees are trained upon hire about ISO requirements and the
organization’s quality system.  Training is accomplished using a self-paced Power
Point presentation.  The Human Resources (HR) department is responsible for
ensuring this training is accomplished.  This organization has a staff of six district
trainers.
Installation Technicians travel to Madison for craftsman training (how to
do the job).  This training occurs at a specified interval after hire and is a
weeklong program.  This training is evaluated using Kirkpatrick’s second-level
evaluation (evaluating learning through test assessment).  At a subsequent point in
time, this training is reinforced and evaluated using a “ride along”.  The person
conducting the ride along is skilled in installation and has been trained as a
trainer.  “We use Kirkpatrick’s third-level evaluation”.  This training is
formalized on-the-job training and involves training evaluation at Kirkpatrick’s
third-level evaluation (evaluating behavioral change).
Customer service employees are responsible for taking service calls and
customer orders.  These employees receive a week and a half of training relative
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to their job duties.  This training is also evaluated using Kirkpatrick’s second-
level evaluation.  Participants must also obtain a certain grade point on test
assessments.  A “mystery shopper” is used to evaluate employee job performance
by making unscheduled calls portraying a customer (third-level evaluation).
Employees are graded based on their performance.
Internal auditors are from diverse backgrounds (functional units) within
the organization.  They are trained in the requirements of ISO in order to assess
the company’s quality system.
The owner of the training determines the training (needs assessment).  For
example, HR evaluates ISO orientation; however, the lead internal auditor also
makes recommendations based on audit results.  Likewise, the ride along and
mystery shopper may make recommendations on training needs.  Employees are
not formally involved in assessing training needs.  Employee feedback is received
through classroom evaluations, ride along, and mystery shopper evaluations.  The
HR department has the over-arching responsibility for ISO requirement 4.18.
Customer callbacks and comment surveys are used to evaluate
organization and employee performance.  In addition, sales people provide
customer feedback.  “This multi-faceted feedback is designed to meet the
requirements of ISO and is designed with the bottom line in mind.  This feedback
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occurs regularly and automatically.  It is somewhat paperless compared to
versatility charts and training matrices.”
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Case Study 3
There are approximately 350 employees working in one of four divisions
within this privately-owned organization; machine tool saw division, hydraulic
division, power supply division, and gauge block division.  These divisions are
located in two buildings.  The hydraulic division has been ISO 9001 certified
since July 1999.  It took this division approximately 6-12 months to become
certified.  The machine tool saw division and gauge block divisions are seeking
the same certification in early 2000.  It took 1 year for the hydraulic division to
become certified.  The decision to seek ISO certification was customer driven and
also it was recognized that certification could lead to increased market share in
Europe.  ISO also provided a business improvement tool.  “Plenty of business
flaws were identified for improvement.  With our organization, it is not a facade
or resource waster.  We go beyond the minimum requirements of ISO.”
Responsibility for ISO rests with the management review council.  The
management review council is responsible for the big picture.  This council
ensures resources are available and oversees the system of check and balance.
Functional units such as HR, Engineering, Purchasing, and Manufacturing are
responsible for different sections of the ISO Standard.  All functional areas are
connected and collectively are the system.  For instance, Quality Control is
responsible for calibration of gauging and Manufacturing is responsible for
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ensuring the proper storage of gauging.  “Everybody’s responsibilities bleed
together.”
All positions have a training checklist tied to a respective job description.
There is a job description for every position.  Performance review is not a formal
part of ISO.  It is a stand-alone process that existed prior to ISO.  Part of the
performance review process verifies that training has been accomplished and that
the training is being used on the job.  As an example, the Inspection position has
two segments to its checklist; training such as educational classes and on-the-job
training.  Lead people oversee the on-the-job training.  “The checklist is a
verification tool that people are performing to the level of what needs to get
done”.  Performance reviews are conducted annually and when an employee
advances to a higher job level or transfers to a different job.  With each job
change, an updated checklist is established and training is received.  Job
knowledge, productivity, interpersonal skills, flexibility or versatility (ability to
perform multiple assignments), customer service, house keeping, safety, and
attendance are reviewed during a performance review.  A hands-on demonstration
is used to evaluate job performance such as operating a machine.  The person in
charge of a given department, or the instructor in a classroom setting, completes
this performance evaluation.  Classroom instruction is typically tested for
comprehension.  “Knowledge and skill impacts our bottom line”.
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On-the-job training is the primary means of training in this organization.
On-the-job training begins with the task at hand.  Depending on the assigned work
area, an employee new to a job is partnered with one or more people such as
another worker, lead person, or manager.  The checklist is closely followed and
ensures uniform training.
Managers are responsible for identifying gaps in performance and
recommending training.  Gaps in performance are typically identified through
observation of an employee’s performance.  Employees can assist in identifying
training needs by reviewing training checklists and recommending changes using
an employee suggestion system.  This organization does not have a training
department.  In addition to supervisory and employee involvement, there is a
“paper skills” group.  This group consists of several cross-functional middle
managers and reports to Human Resources.  This group assists with identifying
training needs, ranking or prioritizing needs, and determining training.  The paper
skills group’s recommendations are based on business needs.
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Case Study 4
This publicly-held organization is a network storage solution provider.
This organization does not manufacture a product.  There are approximately 170
employees located throughout the United States.  This organization relies on a
system of third-party maintenance providers to support customer service.  This
organization has been ISO 9001 certified since May 1996.  This organization
invested approximately 2.5 years initiating the ISO process.  “During the first year
of working toward certification, there was not a quality department; however,
once a quality department was created, it took approximately 12-18 months to
become certified.”  The quality department is the functional unit within the
organization that has the greatest responsibility for ISO.  The quality department
consists of three functions: incoming-outgoing inspection and audit,
documentation and metrics, and corrective action/internal process improvement.
In addition, there are 12 internal auditors from cross-functional backgrounds that
assist with audits.
This organization has pursued ISO 9001 for a number of reasons.  It
provided a marketing advantage over its competition that is not certified.  “We
have won jobs because of ISO.  We have good people, we do a good job, and we
know the technology.  ISO segregates us from our competition.”  To a lesser
degree, it was customer driven, but more importantly, it provided operational
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benefits.  “ISO provided us with a quality system; a foundation to build on.  The
system has stretched to all areas of the business.  The system provides for process
improvement.  The ways things get done are more efficient and effective.  It has
enhanced our systems.”
Department heads have developed a training plan for each individual job
in their respective department.  As an example, a new sales person attends a two-
week “boot camp” during which time he or she sits with assigned people from
various functional areas.  These assigned people are not formally trained as
trainers, but they possess the important skills and knowledge that are to be passed
on to the new sales person.  The training plan consists of a checklist identifying
all the areas to be addressed.  Some of the areas include organization culture,
operation overview, internal systems, ISO system, products, and services.
Another example is a person who is hired at the corporate office.  A checklist also
guides training, but training occurs more gradually.  In this case, an assigned site
coordinator will shadow a new employee for 3 to 6 months.  Because a sales
person is located and generally works in the field, this organization is considering
developing a means to evaluate the new sales person’s level of understanding at
the completion of the boot camp.  Formal evaluations of training outcomes are not
completed now.  A formal training department does not exist in this organization.
Needs assessments and checklists are considered complete and static because
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there is virtually no turnover in this organization.  Looking forward, this
organization is considering a certification program for new employees and re-
certification program for continuing employees.
Metrics employed to measure organizational, process, and individual
performance includes product-missed shipment, field returns, incorrect
configurations, and measures of customer satisfaction.  Third-party maintenance
providers are measured based on customer feedback.  Suppliers of purchased
components are measured based on, among other things, product nonconformities
and timeliness of delivery.
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Case Study 5
This privately-owned organization manufactures and sells personal fall
protection equipment.  It employs approximately 230 employees at a single site.
ISO 9001 certification was received in June 1998.  This organization first started
the ISO effort in 1994, and restarted in October 1996.  Once restarted, it took this
organization approximately 18 months to become certified.  This organization
sought registration because it was a corporate mandate (at the time they were
British-owned).  Also, it was customer driven, and it provided a marketing tool.
In addition, on the manufacturing side, the organization would gain consistency in
processing and improve its efficiency.  “We had an informal system in place.
This provided an opportunity to formalize our quality system.  We realized a
company-wide system for communication.  Everybody gained a clear
understanding of the process.”
ISO is integrated throughout the organization.  “The CEO supports it.  The
CEO requires management support and accountability.”  Quality control
management monitors the system.  Organization goals are set out in their policy
such as on-time delivery, customer satisfaction, and minimize rework.  Division
heads review their specific department goals and measures monthly.  Employees
collect data.  Route cause analyses are performed within departments.  Feedback
from surveillance audits also flows back to department heads and new goals and
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measures are established.  “The improvement process has evolved over time.  We
are learning as we go.  It remains under development.”
“Requirement 4.18 is a small element in writing in comparison to other
elements of the Standard, but it has a big impact.”  Each department is responsible
to see that its employees are adequately trained.  There is not a training
department or formal training function.  Work instructions are written for each job
or machine.  Supervisors and lead people are used for training.  Neither are
formally trained as trainers.  In some cases, smaller departments or departments
with low turnover use a “buddy system”.  Training is typically accomplished on
the job during normal work hours.  Supervisors and lead people use work
instructions and checklists to guide the training.  The checklist is checked off as
training is completed.  Employees are considered trained, as they are able to
demonstrate competency in their work.  The person conducting the training and
the Quality Assistant evaluate worker competency jointly.  Those departments
that are not large enough to have a person designated as a trainer will use the
buddy system.  The buddy system involves assigning a new employee to work
next to an experienced employee.  The selection of an experienced worker is
made at the discretion of the supervisor.  Again, work instructions and checklists
are used to guide training.  A new employee works with an experienced worker
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until competency is demonstrated.  Quantity and quality of outputs are the main
indicators of competency.
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Case Study 6
This privately-owned organization manufactures custom injection molded
plastic products in a job shop environment.  It employs 130 people and operates a
single facility on a three-shift basis.  Although this organization plans to receive
ISO 9001 certification in February or March 2000, it believes it is ISO compliant.
This organization’s customers routinely audit the organization to stringent FDA
requirements.  This organization is seeking certification for the following reasons:
customer requested, the competition is certified, ISO provides a good quality
system, it is a good system for running a company, will reduce customer audits,
and enables expansion of business to Europe.
Employees are informally involved with the development of training.
Employees can request a review of a process or job that may indirectly lead to a
training solution.  Job descriptions exist for each position.  Work instructions are
written for each job and are part specific.  These work instructions are readily
available on the floor.  Employees on the floor receive training through multi-
stage interactive computer disk (CD) presentations.  At the completion of each
stage, the CD administers a test.  Each employee must obtain a minimum score
before going on to the next stage.  In addition, lead people evaluate the quality
and quantity of each employee’s work before they can advance to a position
requiring higher skill and/or knowledge.  This organization does not have a
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formal training department.  The Human Resources department is responsible for
tracking and reporting the results of test scores to respective supervisors.
Supervisors and department lead people are responsible for scheduling employee
interactive training.
Determining training needs is based on a problem-solving model.  Only
when training is identified as a corrective action is it considered.  Any employee
at any level of the organization can request a process or system be reviewed by
using a written form or simply marking up a copy of a work instruction and
submitting it.  This employee input is then review by a management group.  When
a problem or opportunity is identified, corrective and preventative actions are
identified and instituted.  This system is well understood.  The Quality Manager
understands and manages the interrelations between departments.  “Departments
work together by gathering and evaluating data in order to focus on the problem
and its solution.  Uniformity in procedures produces business consistency,
efficiency, and effectiveness.”
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Case Study 7
This privately-owned organization is a product service company that
manufactures carriers for microchip and wafer processing.  This organization
employs approximately 1200 people.  This organization has held ISO 9001
certification for 7 years.  It took 1 year to become certified.  This organization
sought certification because:
1. It is a world supplier.
2.   A quality system was desirable for achieving continuous improvement
and error prevention.
The quality department is responsible for the document control side of the
ISO system.  Supervisors and managers have been trained in system procedures
and are responsible to ensure that procedures are followed.  Everybody from
entry-level to executive-level is trained on the ISO process.
Various methods are used to determine training needs.  They are as
follows:
1.   Managers may determine a need and make a request of the training
department.
2.   New information such as a new work task causes a perception that a
gap in skills exists.  This may trigger a formal needs assessment.
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3.   A formal needs assessment may be conducted by the training
department employing various tools such as survey instruments, interview, focus
group, observation, and “crystal ball”.  A written recommendation follows each
formal needs assessment.  Assessments are performance based keying on
knowledge and skill requirements.
Training for the large part is accomplished on the job.  This training is
formal in design.  Technical trainers and managers deliver training in work
centers on the work floor.  Technical trainers have been trained in training
techniques.  This training typically consists of classroom practice, case studies,
and practical application on the job.  A five-step training model is used to guide
training.  It is:
1. Tell the learner what you are going to show them.
2. Practice in small steps.
3. Allow the learner to practice the entire process.
4. Monitor the learner.
5. Measure and evaluate the learner’s performance.
Managers determine what training each employee needs.  Knowledge and
skill requirements are identified for each position.  Managers assess employee
performance informally by evaluating such measures as scrap rate level, quality
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level, and productivity level.  Managers also identify missing training based on
the training database and then list needed training for each employee.
The training department conducts a job analysis and task analysis when
making a formal training needs assessment.  The results of this assessment are
reviewed with the manager to ensure learner needs and job requirements are
correctly identified.
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Case Study 8
This publicly-traded organization manufactures equipment and tools used
for the production of semi conductors.  This organization has multiple business
locations; however, this case study focuses on its corporate headquarters and
associated manufacturing division.  Both share an ISO certification.  There are
450 employees combined at these two locations.  These two locations have held
their ISO 9001 certification since 1994.  Certification took 12 months to achieve.
ISO certification was sought because it was a requirement of its customers.  The
semi conductor industry has its own industry standard called Standardized
Supplier Quality Assessment (SSQA).  Much like the automobile industry’s
Quality System 9000 (QS 9000), the requirements of ISO 9000 are included
within SSQA.  The responsibility for the ISO function within this organization is
formally charged to the corporate quality department, but informally the
responsibility has been driven to the floor level of the associated manufacturing
division.  “ISO is well supported by management in the local division.  Local
management handles corrective action reports (CAR) at staff meetings.  Auditors
are volunteers from all functional areas of the corporation and local division.  The
corporate quality department trains them.”
The focus of the ISO system within this organization is on maintaining
certification.  “Our system is not a system focused on helping our business meet
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objectives.  It is still viewed as an addition to something else.  It is viewed as our
customer made us do it.  We have not grown beyond that.  We have tried to look
at it as our heart of doing business, but we still do it because of the customer.  We
do the minimum that is required.”  The corporate quality department sees ISO as
an opportunity, but the organization sees it as a forced requirement.  This lack of
shared objectives has had a two-fold effect; a reluctance to take corrective action,
and documentation is a push to make happen.  The quality department has been
the key to maintaining ISO certification.  Cooperation throughout the organization
has been limited and generally must be prompted by the quality department.
There are two types of corrective action.  The first occurs as a result of a
CAR issued as a result of an audit.  The second occurs from other than an audit.
Anyone in the organization can initiate a CAR.  A customer may also initiate a
CAR.  An attempt was made early on within this organization to train all
employees in problem solving techniques; however, employees were not given
any opportunity to use and reinforce this training.  The emphasis was on
achieving a training goal and not training results.  In addition, this organization
tried to establish quality improvement teams, but the teams never got off the
ground.  “We did training for the purpose of training, but not as an end in itself.”
This organization has gone through a downsizing over the last several years.  As a
result, the training department has been dissolved.  Training is no longer done for
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training sake.  “About 3 years ago, we had a formal training program.  We had
requirements that employees receive so much training per year and employees
were appraised on whether they completed their training goal measured by the
amount of training received.  Now, we have revised our employee appraisal
system and the amount of training is no longer a measure.  We concentrate on
what is trained rather than how much.”  Individual department managers are now
responsible for determining what training is required of their employees.  This
organization is presently developing a training matrix or template that will
identify training requirements by position.  The training will focus on “internal
best practices”.  Job descriptions are generically written and have not been used in
developing the training matrix.  Training such as quality problem solving tools
will still be conducted in the classroom, but most training will continue to occur
on the job.  “The previous training system never addressed where most training
actually occurred—on the job.”
On-the-job training involves reviewing and explaining written work
instructions and procedures with new employees.  “Our work instructions are very
well written and part specific.  The division’s own documentation control
department keeps the work instructions up to date.”  New employees are then
assigned to work with an experienced employee.  Often, this is a lead person.  On-
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the-job training continues until the new employee demonstrates knowledge and
skill competency.
The downsizing of the organization has also lead to a reduction in
corporate quality personnel and resources.  As a result, responsibility for ISO has
been decentralized and driven to the division level.  If a CAR needs to be
resolved, a corrective action team is formed at the division level.  The team lacks
formality and operates without a lot of science to get to root causes.  The team
implements corrective action and moves on.  There are no metrics employed to
measure an outcome of a corrective action.  Success, or lack thereof, is
determined by subsequent audit or recurrence of the original problem.  “In my
mind, we never made the crossover from ISO root cause identification to
continuous improvement.  We are focused on tactical things not on strategic
things.”
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Case Study 9
This publicly-traded organization is a subcontract manufacturing
company.  It assembles circuit boards for numerous customers.  This organization
employs approximately 570 people.  Its workforce is governed by a collective
bargaining agreement.  This organization received ISO 9001 certification in 1991,
which took 2.5 years to achieve.  The quality department is the gatekeeper of the
ISO program; however, everybody is involved throughout the organization.  This
organization sought ISO certification for the following reasons:
1.  ISO provides a quality system.  “It is important in our industry to have
a quality system”.
2.  “Our customers required us to be certified.”
During the first week of employment, employees in entry-level positions
spend one week in training.  Employees are taught the different components, basic
assembly techniques, and how to solder.  Employees also review company
policies and procedures.  This training is structured and occurs in a classroom
environment.  During this week of training, employees spend one to two hours per
day observing actual production processing and flow.  Training is evaluated for
participant satisfaction and pre-tests and post-tests are administered.  Upon
completion of this training, employees are placed in production.  In some
assignments, additional training is required, such as auditor training.  Once
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assigned to a job, a new employee is monitored for 90 days.  At 60 days and 90
days, typically a supervisor, but possibly a team leader or subject matter expert
observes each employee.  The performance of each job duty is evaluated.  This
evaluation is subjective.  “Verification of learning and qualifications is
accomplished through observation of work performance.”  There is also a training
checklist for each position that the supervisor uses to guide the evaluation.  The
supervisor signs off the checklist as employees are assessed.
If a job changes, training may be warranted.  This additional training can
occur in a classroom setting, or on the job depending on what needs to be learned.
The training department typically conducts classroom training, while on-the-job
training is conducted by the supervisor.  After this training, the 60 and 90 day
review process is repeated.
A job description is written for each position detailing position
qualifications.  A training checklist is written from each job description.  Work
instructions are written for each work area.  This organization’s manufacturing
operations are organized into focused areas.  Each area is dedicated to 2 to 12
customers.  In each focused area, there are 60 to 70 employees.  Each focused
area is self-contained from a staffing standpoint.  There is a team leader,
manufacturing engineer, buyer, planner, customer service, supervisor, and
production workers.  If there is a change that requires training, a request will be
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made of the training department.  Changes that generally occur are customer
driven.  At times, internal subject matter experts are used to provide training.
Training is evaluated for material content, instructor delivery, and
classroom setting.  Performance is evaluated through the corrective action report
(CAR).  Training may be given in response to a CAR.  After the training is
complete, if a CAR does not recur it is viewed that the training was effective.
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Case Study 10
This privately-owned organization is a full service contract manufacturing
assembly house dedicated to the electronics industries.  It employs approximately
500 people.  This organization has been ISO certified since 1992.  This
organization was originally ISO 9001 certified, but following an acquisition,
became re-certified as ISO 9002.  It took approximately 8 months to become ISO
9001 certified and re-certification took little time.  Originally, this organization
sought certification to promote business in Europe.  However, the reasons for
maintaining certification are:
1.  ISO provides a means to check processes.  “It is a way to better our
products, services, and processes.”
2.  Opportunity to improve bottom line.  “We make more profit.”
3.  ISO is a system for running a business.  “We take very seriously setting
goals and following documentation and using it as a way of running our business.
We have used ISO internally to improve the majority of our processes and
functional areas.  With every process a procedure is written.  Engineering
documents procedures and manufacturing executes them.”
The ISO program is monitored through a series of daily audits on each
work shift.  Corrective action reports (CAR) are written if a nonconformance in
the system is identified.  Solutions are identified to resolve all nonconformances.
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Solutions may or may not include a training intervention.  All solutions are
monitored to evaluate effectiveness.  Continuous improvement is the focus of the
system.
A new product introduction team (NPI) interfaces with new customers or
new product introductions.  The NPI is a cross-functional team representing
engineering, manufacturing, quality control, and program management.  This
team identifies process requirements, designs process flow, and identifies training
requirements before a new job is released to the production floor.  If training is
required, it is completed before the launch.  In addition, after the launch, the NPI
team, to evaluate opportunities for improvement, conducts a “postmortem”
review.
A unique characteristic of this organization is its workforce diversity.  The
workforce is predominately Asian.  Some of the workforce is unable to
understand English.  Therefore, much of the documentation system is pictorial
and color-coded to facilitate training and enhance comprehension.  In addition, for
the most part, employees are started in assembly jobs that are repetitious and
easily learned.  Statistical process control (SPC) measures have been less effective
partly as a result of the language barrier, but also as result of a cultural reluctance
to measure a fellow worker’s work performance.  “SPC was less than effective.
Many Asian employees had a hard time documenting a mistake against someone
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else.  We observed that they did not have any difficulty standing up and talking to
each other about a problem.  Therefore, we built a “buddy check” into our system.
We typically have three employees sitting in line with each other.  The first step
of each person’s job is to check the previous person work, referred to as “touch
methodology” and provide immediate feedback if a problem occurs.  Touch
methodology involves physically touching the previous person’s work to ensure
that all assembled parts are present and accounted for.  Business performance has
improved and errors went down.  The buddy check has been built into all our
documentation.”
This organization uses a temporary staffing firm to fill employment
openings.  All employees work for 6 months before they are hired as full-time
employees.  Temporary employees receive two days of training before being
assigned to the floor.  This organization has a dedicated training center.  The first
day involves learning job safety, quality requirements, company overview, and
production requirements.  The second day involves learning “hands-on” through
training simulations what is done on the floor.  They also learn the touch
methodology and buddy check system.  After the second day, employees are
brought out on to the floor and mentored.  Employees are mentored until they
demonstrate competence.  The training department is responsible for this early
mentoring process.  Experienced employees also assist with mentoring.
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Training is conducted in modules.  The first two days of employment
involve modules 1-5.  Other modules involve wiring, soldering, and engineer
change orders.  These and other advanced modules are used to prepare employees
based on future job advancements.  The training database identifies what training
modules an employee is to receive based on job assignment.  Cross training is
viewed as the key to business success.  Supervisors evaluate employee
performance through observation and make recommendations on who should be
promoted.  A mentor, who is an experienced employee, is assigned to provide
training.  This organization plans to expand skills training by using subject matter
experts to accomplish training.  Employees from various backgrounds such as
quality and engineering that have special knowledge and skills would be available
on the floor whenever necessary.
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Case Study 11
This privately-owned organization produces electric AC and DC motors
for residential and equipment applications.  It employs approximately 445 at a
single manufacturing location.  This company has been ISO 9001 certified since
December 1994.  It took approximately 9 months to become certified.  The
quality department is the gatekeeper of the ISO quality system.  As an example,
the engineering department identifies, develops, and institutes a change in a work
instruction by submitting it to the quality department for approval and inclusion
into quality system documentation.
This organization decided to seek ISO 9001 certification in order to
benchmark and measure its competitive position in relationship to its competition
and to enhance its marketability.  In addition, ISO provided a system for good
business operation.  “Good things were in place before we decided to pursue ISO,
but ISO provided a framework to lock everything together.”
Training needs are determined using a needs assessment form that is
written for each position.  Each needs assessment form is developed from a
specific job description.  The needs assessment form identifies the qualifications,
training needs, and work instructions for a given position.  It also identifies any
special training that is appropriate such as statistical process control.
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Each department manager is responsible for conducting his or her
department’s training.  This is accomplished primarily through the review of work
instructions.  Some employees have not received work instruction training during
the last 3 years because they demonstrate capability on the job via their
performance.  Work instructions are kept at each department supervisor’s desk.
Employees can refer to them as often as necessary.  Going forward, annual
refresher training is being considered for all employees.  Supervisors desiring to
update their work instructions must submit their changes to the quality department
to process approval.  This organization does not have a training department.
Work instruction training is assessed through random audit during an
internal audit and through daily job performance by supervisors.  Employees are
not directly involved with determining their training needs; however, they do
provide feedback through internal audits, employee suggestion box, and directly
to the Quality Manager or their immediate supervisor.  Special training such as
statistic process control is evaluated for learner comprehension through testing.
Training occurs through skills training, on-the-job training, and formalized
internal and external resources.  The HR department is responsible for
coordinating training and keeping records of training.  Going forward, training
records will be fully computerized to identify and group training by job position.
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Records of training completed, or needed training, by individual will be quickly
produced.  These records will enable a speedy identification of training needs.
On-the-job training is accomplished using senior employees.  These senior
employees are volunteers.  They have not received specific training to prepare
them as trainers.  In addition, these senior employees do not have a prescribed
training system to follow.  The training approach is referred to as the “buddy
system”.  A new employee is paired up with an experienced employee.  The
process involves observing and repeating job steps.  For the most part, work
involves numerous repetitive physical assembly motions.  The experienced
employee works with the new employee until the new employee demonstrates
proficiency.
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Case Study 12
This privately-owned organization manufactures brakes and clutches for
various industrial applications.  This organization employs approximately 110
people at a single location.  It received ISO 9001 certification in February 1999.
This organization struggled for 3 to 4 years before making the commitment to
achieve certification.  “We had a number of false starts, but once the organization
committed its self, it took 12-18 months to achieve certification.”  The
organization decided to pursue ISO certification because:
1.  The company does business in Europe, South America, and Asia.  “It
became a requirement.”
2.  They desired a better quality system.  “We knew how to do things, but
we never documented it.  Because nothing was documented, there was variation
in how workers did things.  We now do things the same way.”
The quality system is part of the monthly business review meeting.
Incoming quality, supplier scrap reduction, and work in process scrap reduction
are measured.  ISO has been a tool to find areas for improvement.
The ISO Management Representative, who is a quality engineer, oversees
ISO.  There are also 12 internal auditors who assist in evaluating compliance with
their quality system.  Within the organization at the corporate level, there are
“element owners”.  Element owners are individuals who have management
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responsibility over a specific functional area that pertains directly to an element of
the ISO Standard and quality system.  Element owners review and approve
changes to the quality system.  At the plant level, “team leaders” implement
changes that are approved.  Employees are trained in procedures of the quality
system and specific work instructions that document work procedures.
Employee training is focused on specific positions or position profiles, but
at the same time; an individual training plan is created for each employee.  As an
example, an entry-level machinist will be automatically oriented towards a
machinist position by virtue of his or her existing background and training.
However, a training program will be customized to the individual based on job
assignment such as an assignment to specific equipment.  Each new employee
receives, among other training, the following basics: quality system overview,
safety, and ISO orientation.  Each manager is responsible for identifying the
training requirements for each position that he or she supervises and for
identifying individual training plans.  A training matrix has also been developed
for each position.  Job descriptions and position profiles have been developed and
used to identify job-site specific skills for example how to operate a specific piece
of equipment.  Office employees are trained in ISO requirements, but do not have
position profiles.  Developmental training is encouraged and supported through a
tuition reimbursement program.  The area manager determines when added
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training is needed.  This typically occurs by observation of work performance.
Employees can also request to take a class or receive internal training.  If the
training involves an element of the ISO Standard, the area manager contacts a
team leader who then arranges classroom training.  This classroom training
consists of a Power Point presentation.  Training outcomes are not formally
evaluated, but employees have the opportunity to ask questions during training.
Employees are also told the location of work instructions so that they can consult
them, if necessary.  If site-specific training is required, the area manager will
assign a partner to work closely with the employee until he or she is capable of
performing assigned work.  This partner is someone who has worked in the work
cell for several years.
If a new piece of equipment is received, the supplier typically sets it up.
The supplier also provides training on the equipment.  Employees who will work
with the new equipment are trained at the time of this training.  Future employees
are trained based on the current system of work instruction, procedures, individual
training plan, and on-the-job training.
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Case Study 13
This publicly-traded organization manufactures car washes.  It has major
accounts with several domestic oil companies and exports internationally.  This
organization employs approximately 200 people.  It has three business locations
in a single city, which are covered by a shared ISO certification.  The three
business units each produce or provide a different product or service.  The
respective product lines and service are in bay car washers, tunnel-line car
washers, and research/development.  This organization has been ISO 9001
certified since May 1998.  It took 18 to 24 months to achieve certification.  This
organization sought ISO certification for the following reasons:
1.  It does a significant amount of business internationally.
2.  Major oil company customers have encouraged ISO certification.
3.  Overall the company needed a quality system.  “We have grown from 5
to 200 employees over the last 12 to 14 years.  We did not have a quality function
until 4 years ago.”
The quality system in this organization has changed since its inception.
Originally, the system was to be administered by the quality department and all
department managers throughout the organization.  “Realistically, the quality
department did all the work.  In the last year, we have gone through a tremendous
change.  Departments are accepting responsibility for ISO.  They are seeing value
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in it.  They are seeing how it can help and improve things for themselves.  Before,
there was a lack of understanding amongst department managers.  No matter how
much we trained, it didn’t seem to matter.  Now, they see the system as an
opportunity to improve themselves after a lot of pushing and convincing.  An area
that has seen improvement recently is training.  Department managers have
witnessed a positive system change that has caused them to become more
receptive of the quality system.  The training element in the old quality system
was cumbersome and manual.  The quality department would dispense lists
containing training requirements by position to each department manager.  They
would be required to do training, complete paperwork, and process it.  It took a lot
of time.  We have training lists and work instructions for every position.  It was a
pain in the butt.  Most managers would wait until just before an audit to do the
training.  It was always a last minute struggle.”  The present system has been
improved by migrating to a   computer-based recording and reporting system.
Paperwork has been reduced, response time for record processing has improved,
confusion has been reduced, and department manager involvement has increased.
“It is so easy, it is no longer an inconvenience.”
The new training system is maintained by Human Resources, Quality, and
Manufacturing.  Department managers determine what training a position
requires, revise work instructions accordingly, and type in procedural changes.
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The computer automatically updates the position list of training requirements.
The department manager is then responsible for conducting any added training.
There is not a training department in this organization.  Department managers
reassess training requirements any time a change is made to a position or a new
position is created.  “Assessment used to be based on the bare minimum a
position required.  Now, we look at what added training would be beneficial to the
employee in the performance in their job.”
When making a change to a work instruction, a department manager must
get agreement from all department managers who would be affected by the
proposed change.  The Plant Manager reviews the matter when an agreement isn't
reached.  These department managers do not act as a formally recognized group
nor have a formal structure to guide them.  Department managers simply meet
when the need arises, seek consensus, and institute the agreed upon change.  The
quality department is involved in this process to ensure that quality system
requirements are met.
Each department manager’s performance review and salary is affected by
quality improvements or lack thereof.  “Early on, we looked at whether a
department manager supported the quality system.  Now, we measure whether a
manager continually revises and improves work procedures.  We track the number
of revisions to procedures and monitor the number of nonconformances identified
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during internal audits.  It is possible that a department manager might not need to
make any changes because their department is perfect, but we are not at that point
yet.  Our audits always identify nonconformances or observations for
improvement.”  This organization also recently implemented department manager
quarterly review meetings.  In these meetings, one quality system procedure or
work instruction for improvement must be reviewed for an improvement
opportunity.  Representative stakeholders attend these review meetings from each
functional unit.  “Department managers now recognize they have the opportunity
to improve the system if it doesn’t work.  The managers make the system work.
If it isn’t working, they fix it.  The quality department has handed the ball off to
manufacturing and all other areas.  Everybody’s involvement has grown.”
Internal auditors also identify performance improvement opportunities.
These auditors represent all areas and include nonmanagerial employees.  In
addition, anyone, at anytime, is encouraged to fill out a corrective action report
(CAR) if a work instruction or procedure isn’t followed or if they identify an
improvement.  All CAR’s are funneled to the quality department.  They are
recorded and then assigned to the manager responsible for the area the
improvement is targeted.  The department manager is responsible for conducting
an investigation, collecting data, formulating a corrective response, and
implementation.  Early on, the quality department would assist with the process
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by aiding the investigation.  Now, most department managers handle it on their
own; however, they often get several employees from their department involved
with the process.  Managers report to the quality department the results of this
process.  The investigation and remedy identification steps are intuitive and
subjective in nature.  A formal problem-solving model is not followed.
Approximately 1 month after a corrective action response, the quality department
audits the corrective action to assess its outcome.  “About ten percent of the time
it is sent back to be looked at again.”  The process continues to evolve.  “The
process is working well, but is slower than desired at times because the CAR gets
put on a lower priority.  We (quality department) have established a goal for
department managers to complete them on time.”
From an organizational performance perspective, the President and the
Quality Control Manager meet to evaluate overall effectiveness of the
organization and quality system.  In a recent management review meeting, goals
for specific departments were set. Some of the areas considered are cost and
numbers of items scrapped, dollars spent on repair parts, rework costs, and
measures to identify most frequently repaired equipment.  “Four years ago, we
didn’t measure anything, now we (quality department) are watching and people
are responding and reacting.”
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Case Study 14
This publicly-traded organization manufactures window hardware for
various U.S. window manufacturers.  It has facilities in Minnesota, Pennsylvania,
North Carolina, California, and Canada.  The scope of this interview focuses on
the facility in Minnesota.  This facility employs approximately 800 people.  This
facility has been ISO 9001 certified since 1994.  It took approximately 18 months
to achieve certification.
This organization decided to seek ISO certification for the following
reasons:
1.  The Quality Director wanted to build a solid quality system.
2.  This organization had a good reputation in the eyes of its employees
and customers, but ISO would provide coordination and help bring everything
together.  ISO provides a good structure for a common quality system. “It helped
us beef up our documentation and other areas needing improvement.”
3.  ISO is internationally and domestically recognized.
The responsibility for the ISO system is shared throughout the facility.
There is a governing board (Quality Planning Team) that is made up of
executives.  Process owners (Quality System Improvement Team) represent a
functional area such as manufacturing engineering, purchasing, or quality and are
responsible for one or more elements of the ISO Standard.  Employees participate
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in the improvement process as members of employee improvement teams
(Quality Improvement Team).  The organization uses problem-solving teams to
investigate, identify, and recommend opportunities for improvement.
“Performance improvement is the focus of our program.”  The process works as
follows:
1.  The Quality Planning Team (QPT) meets bi-monthly to review
organizational performance and to consider recommendations from the Quality
System Improvement Team (QSIT) and Quality Improvement Team (QIT).  This
executive staff reviews, modifies, and approves improvement recommendations to
be carried out.  Each member of the Quality Planning Team also participates on a
Quality System Improvement Team from time to time depending on the
functional organizational area that is the focus of an improvement effort.  In this
capacity, the QPT representative is responsible for providing feedback to the
Board (QPT).
2.  The Quality System Improvement Team (QSIT) is an independent team
of functional area managers that support the improvement process by providing
information to the Board (QPT) and facilitating the efforts of the Quality
Improvement Teams (QIT).
3.  The Quality Improvement Team (QIT) consists of employees.  This
team is temporary in that it is formed for a specific improvement effort.  Once the
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effort is complete, the team is dissolved.  Team members may be from a common
department or may be cross-functional depending on the scope and complexity of
a given problem.  The role of the team is to investigate an opportunity for
improvement, identify root causes, and make corrective recommendations to the
Quality System Improvement Team.  Problem solving tools for root cause
analysis are employed in this process.  A member of the Quality System
Improvement Team typically participates on a given quality improvement effort
and relays information and recommendations on behalf of the team to the Quality
System Improvement Team for evaluation and passage to the Quality Planning
Team.
Often opportunities for improvement are identified through internal audits of the
quality system, but anyone can make recommendations for improvement.  All
recommendations of any significance are reported to the Quality System
Improvement Team and evaluated as described above.  Corrective opportunities
that can be quickly resolved on the floor are handled immediately and do not
receive formal consideration.  All improvement efforts are audited afterwards to
verify correction.  This organization refers to its problem-solving model as
“PDCA” (planning, doing, checking, and acting).  The steps are:
1. Identify the current situation (collect data).
2. Define the problem (problem definition).
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3. Identify potential solutions.
4. Select solution.
5. Implement the solution.
6. Follow up (measure and evaluate).
Recently, this organization started training QIT and QSIT members in the use of
seven quality management tools.  These tools include, among others, histogram,
Pareto chart, flow chart, design of experiment, control chart, scatter diagram, and
force field analysis.
A training coordinator works in the quality department.  Training records are
stored in a database.  The training coordinator is the keeper of the system, but it is
maintained by supervisors.  The training requirements for each position are
identified in the database.  Supervisors are responsible for identifying training
needs.  Training needs also are identified through the problem-solving process.
As new training needs are identified, they are added to the database.  As training
is completed, each supervisor also updates the database.  Certain training is
mandatory for all employees.  The training coordinator provides in a classroom
setting: new employee orientation, problem solving, and ISO 9001 orientation.
Supervisors, lead people, or other certified employees provide on-the-job training.
This training is somewhat informal.  Employees are shown how to complete
assigned work.  Work performance is verified through inspection.  Work
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instructions detail important steps to be followed and are readily available to
employees.
Organizational, process, and employee performance are measured and evaluated
by the Quality Planning Team.  Cost of quality measures and financial measures
are tracked.  Presently, this organization is working on a balance scorecard
approach that focuses on customer satisfaction.  Once these additional measures
are defined, the Quality Planning Team will communicate them throughout the
organization.  The training system and recognition reward systems are aligned and
support the improvement process.
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Case Study 15
This privately-owned organization builds fire pumps and trucks.  Both its
machine shop and assembly plant (two separate facilities) are ISO 9001 certified.
Both have been certified since February 1998.  It took 14 months to become
certified.  The combined employment is approximately 125 people.  This
organization sought ISO certification for the following reasons:
1.  International business accounts for a significant amount of the
business.
2.  Customers have required certification.
3.  It provides a tool for quality.  “Our experience has taught us that the
internal benefits of ISO greatly out weigh external benefits of ISO.  ISO produced
a smooth flow of the operation, resulted in better products and on-time deliveries,
improved sales, created a common system, and reduced nonconformances.  We
are hearing good things from our customers.”
Functional area managers are in charge of ISO in their respective area.
Initially, each manager reported to a project coordinator, but now each is
independent.  Each functional area manager also participates on an internal
management committee.  ISO was researched thoroughly before implementation.
Functional managers were trained over a 3-month period.  Then the system was
taken to the floor.  “ISO is driven into the organization from the front line.  We
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took ISO first to the floor.  Employees on the floor wrote their own work
instructions.”  Success of the quality system is judged by internal and external
audits.  The Quality Manager and a functional area manager (are responsible for
auditing.  Functional area managers take turns auditing, but do not audit their own
areas of responsibility.
New employees receive two hours of training that includes: company
orientation, ISO orientation, and quality system orientation.  This training is
provided using a two-part 40-minute video, self-study guide, and quality system
documentation.  After this new hire training is complete, the employee is released
to the floor.  The functional area manager or immediate supervisor then monitors
the employee’s job performance for eight to ten weeks.  Monitoring is a
subjective evaluation of job performance and quality of work.  This organization
is presently developing guidelines to produce objective evaluations.  Measures of
quality, scrap, and attendance, for example, are being considered.
Corrective action reports (CAR) are one method used to identify training
needs.  All CARs are funneled through the quality department.  A CAR is a
reporting device and investigation methodology for identifying an opportunity for
improvement by detailing a problem and identification of root causes.  Training
may be a solution or part of a solution.  The monitoring of nonconformities also
identifies recurrent problems that might be resolved by training.  Also, any
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employee can identify an opportunity for improvement and possible solutions.
“Our workplace is an open house.  Anyone can identify a problem and solutions.”
Functional area managers typically identify training needs in their
departments.  They develop and conduct their training.  This organization does
not have a training department or designated trainer.  Each functional area
manager receives training on the company’s quality system and receives a three-
part program at an area university.  This program addresses the requirements of
ISO (audit, documentation, and general ISO).
If a new piece of equipment is received, new people hired, new work
procedures created, or a new system installed, the functional area manager
develops the appropriate training solution if it’s needed.  The functional area
manager may work with other functional area managers in this development.
Most training is informal; a sharing of ideas.  Training is typically done on the
floor; however, some training is formalized such as the operation of a new CNC
machine.
Training is also accomplished by “piggy backing”.  “Piggy backing is a
mentoring-type program.  Nothing is formally documented.”  A new employee, or
an employee requiring on-the-job training, is supervised more closely and
provided job assistance by an experienced operator.  This process continues until
the functional area manager feels that the employee’s work is acceptable.
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This organization also promotes external training of its employees.
Technical school and seminars are considered.  In addition, external trainers are
brought in-house for technical training such as geometric dimensioning and
tolerance training.  “This external training is not formally required by ISO, but it
is a part of our overall system.”
“In the last 6 months, we have been taking a progressive approach towards
performance measures.  An example, if a scrap rate indicates a problem and
training is a solution, we will measure if the scrap rate improves.  There will be a
full follow-up system.  Results will be graphed for workers to see results.”
Approximately 9 months ago, this organization was encouraged by their external
auditor to move towards increased internal measurement of their quality systems
performance.  As a result, the management review committee identified 20
measurement standards.  Some of these measures included: scrap report, CAR
effectiveness in resolving problems, and engineering response time.  The 20
measures are to monitor how the whole system, as well as its parts, is working.
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Appendix B
General Interview Guide
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General Interview Guide
Name of organization:
Date of interview:
Time of interview:
Duration of interview:
Person interviewed (name/position):
Type of business and product/service provided:
Ownership:
Organization size (employment):
 Interview Guide:
1. ISO 9000 registration history.
2. Reasons for pursuing ISO certification.
3. Organizational structure that supports ISO.
4. Performance improvement methodology.
5. Needs assessment (organizational/operational/individual).
6. Assessment methodology.
7. Training department/program.
8. On-the-job training.
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Appendix C
Sample Interview Contact Letter
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Sample Interview Contact Letter
September 14, 1999
Mr. Ted Smith
XYZ Company
803 Black River Street
Sparta, Wisconsin 54656
Dear Mr. Smith:
I am Ed Johnson, a graduate student (Training and Development program) at the
University of Wisconsin-Stout.  As part of my educational requirements, I am
conducting an exploratory research project to identify how various ISO registered
organizations have met the training requirements of the ISO standard.  Ms. Nancy
Jennejohn, Director-EDA University Center (University of Wisconsin-Stout) has
recommended your organization for my research project.  I would appreciate your
voluntary participation in this study.
Through a telephone interview, in-person interview, and/ or email, I desire to
learn what methods/procedures your organization utilizes to determine its training
needs.  Any information you agree to share will be completely confidential and
used for research purposes only.  In addition, I will observe any confidentiality
requirements you believe are appropriate when using information you agree to
provide.
Your participation in this research is voluntary.  If at any time, you wish to stop
participating in this research you may do so, without coercion or prejudice.
Although the results of this research may be of benefit to others in the future,
there is no direct benefit to you by participating in this research.  However, once
the research is completed, the analyzed findings would be available for your
information.
The telephonic and in-person interview process will take approximately 30-45
minutes to complete.  An email interview will follow a question/answer format
and can occur entirely on your timetable.  I will contact you within one week of
the date of this letter to arrange with you an interview time that fits your schedule.
I look forward to the opportunity to speak with you.
Sincerely,
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Ed Johnson
19595 State Highway 27
Sparta, Wisconsin 54656
Email-ejjohn2@centurytel.net
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Appendix D
Northern Engraving Corporation Training Documentation and Form
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COPORATE/PLANT TRAINING PROCEDURE
1.0 Purpose
This procedure describes the methodology for identifying training needs,
providing training and maintaining training records.
2.0 Scope
Applies to the training of employees who perform or have responsibility
for activities affecting quality.  Safety and Environmental training is
included in the scope of this procedure.
3.0 Related Procedures and Other Documents
• QSP 4.5.01 Document and Data Control
• QSF 4.18.001 Transferred Training Needs Checklist (computer
generated)
• QSF 4.18.002 Training Sign-up Sheet
• QSF 4.18.003 Union Orientation/Training Needs Checklist (computer
generated)
• QSF 4.18.004 Salaried Orientation/Training Needs Checklist
(computer generated)
• QSF 4.18.005 Notice Document
• QSF 4.18.006 Departmental Training Needs Report (computer
generated)
• QSF 4.18.007 Individual Employee Training Needs Checklist
(computer generated)
• Weekly Manning Report
• Training data base located in the Human Resources department
4.0 Procedure
Training Needs
4.1 Each Department Head reviews their department training
requirements annually to ensure the content represents any process
improvements or changing technology.
Note - Special consideration is given to non-conformances related
to training.
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4.2 The training data is maintained in the computer system in Human
Resources. Data is categorized by department and labor group to
allow for reporting options.
4.3 Changes to the required training data are documented and
approved by the Department Head, then submitted through the ISO
Management Representative, EMS Management Representative and the
Safety Manager.  The approved change is then forwarded to the Human
Resources department to update the database.
QSP   4.18.01
Changes to Employment Status
4.4 Human Resources receives the Weekly Manning Report and
updates the data base information for employee layoffs, terminations and
transfers.
4.5 Human Resources receives the Notice Document, QSF 4.18.005
requesting a Transferred Training Needs Checklist QSF 4.18.001
or Individual Training Needs Checklist QSF 4.18.007;
• For changes that take place in the plant, the form is initiated by
the plant Personnel department
• For changes that take place in the corporate office, the form is
initiated internally in Human Resources and forwarded to the
data entry person.
4.6 Upon receipt of the Notice Document QSF 4.18.005, the Human
Resources department issues the correct Training Needs Checklist
to:
• Plant Personnel Department for union employees
• Appropriate Department Head for salaried employees
4.7 The Plant Personnel Department forwards the checklist to the
appropriate plant Department Head.
4.8      The Department Head initiates training.  Proceed to step 4.14.
New Employee Orientation
4.9 Initial orientation and an Orientation/ Training Needs Checklist is
provided to new employees in the following ways:
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• Salaried personnel will receive their orientation and
Orientation Training Needs Checklist QSF 4.18.004 from
Human Resources
• Union personnel will receive their orientation and Orientation
Training Checklist QSF 4.18.003 from the Plant Personnel
Department.
4.10 Upon completion of the initial orientation process the Department
Head/Trainer and the employee initial and date the training
checklist QSF 4.18.003 or QSF 4.18.004 to indicate verification
that training was completed.
Note: If the employee is a no-show or changes their mind, the
Plant Personnel Office or Department Head notes this on the
checklist QSF 4.18.003 or QSF 4.18.004 and returns the checklist
to the Human Resource Department for deletion from the database.
            4.11 The employee Orientation/Training Needs Checklist QSF 4.18.003
or QSF 4.18.004 is forwarded at this time to the respective
Department Head to complete the remaining orientation and
training.
QSP
4.18.01
Conducting Departmental Training
4.12     The appropriate Department Head provides the necessary training.
Each
section of the checklist is initialed and dated by the Department
Head/Trainer and employee to indicate verification that the
training is complete.
4.13 The Department Head returns the appropriate completed checklist
QSF 4.18.001, QSF 4.18.003, QSF 4.18.004 or QSF 4.18.007 to
the Human Resources department.  The Department Head must
ensure that at a minimum, each employee will receive the
following before assigned a task:
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• Is adequately trained to perform their assigned tasks
• Is familiar with the location of the departmental documents.
Note:  All departmental training is to be completed within 45 days.
Note: If the training is being done as a class or a large group, the
Training Sign-up Sheet, QSF 4.18.002 or the equivalent of
it in the case that the class has a predetermined sign up
sheet with its program will be used instead of the Training
Needs Checklist
4.14 Forward the completed checklist or QSF 4.18.002, Training Sign-
up Sheet or equivalent to the Human Resources department.
Annual Training/Special Training
4.15 Annual training is conducted on key safety and hazardous material
subject matter.  The complete list of annual training is available at
the Human Resource department.  At a minimum, all employees
receive training annually on:
• Emergency evacuation / severe weather
• Hearing Conservation
• Hazardous Communication / Solvent Control Plan
Refer to step 4.19
4.16 Special schooling, training classes, (in-house or outside) seminars,
etc. are provided at times based on availability and needs.  In these
cases employees may provide a copy of the certificate from the
class or a brief description of the class to the Human Resources
department in order to update the employee training records.
4.17 Conducted in-house training is to be documented on either
Training Sign Up Sheet QSF 4.18.002 or the equivalent of it in the
case that the class has a predetermined sign up sheet with its
program.                     QSP   4.18.01
EMS / ISO / Safety Training
4.18 Upon request a Departmental Training Needs Report QSF 4.18.006
will be printed for the following areas:
• ISO 14001 Awareness Training
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• ISO 14001 Understanding
• Safety Training
• ISO 9001 Awareness Training
4.19 Their respective Department Heads or a person designated by them
will give the above training.  Training sign up sheets QSF 4.18.002
or the equivalent of it in the case that the class has a predetermined
sign up sheet with its program will be used to record the attendees.
The Sign up sheets will be returned to Human Resources to be
entered into the database.
Records
4.20 Human Resources will enter into the database all completed Training
Needs Checklists, Training Sign-up Sheets QSF 4.18.002 and
special training information.
The completed training records are stored and maintained on the
database per Document and Data Control QSP 4.5.01.
4.21    The following personnel may review the records periodically in the
Human
    Resources Department.
• VP Manufacturing
• EMS Management Representative
• ISO Management Representative
• Plant Manager
• Safety Manager
• Internal Auditors
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Departmental Safety xxx xxx xxx xxx xxx xxx
How to Read a Shop Card xxx xxx xxx xxx
How to Fill Out Press Sheets& Production Card xxx xxx xxx
How to Check Quality xxx xxx xxx xxx
How to do SPC Charting xxx
How to Find Needed Supplies xxx xxx xxx xxx
How to Label Product xxx xxx xxx xxx
How to Set Dies xxx
How to Fill Out Requisitions xxx
How to Clean Equipment xxx xxx xxx xxx
How Equipment Works xxx xxx xxx xxx
Materials Needed:Where to Locate & How to Use xxx xxx xxx xxx
How to Handle Stock xxx xxx xxx xxx
How to Tell Different Metals xxx xxx xxx xxx
Explain Rates xxx xxx xxx xxx
How to Give Work Assignments xxx
How to Request Maintenance Work xxx
How to Read and Follow Schedules xxx
How to Read Schedules xxx
How to Record Incoming & Outgoing Dies xxx
How to Find Dies in Warehouse xxx
How to Drive Cushman xxx
How to Operate Elec. Big Joe xxx
How to Take Die to Tool Room xxx
Notify Supervisor if Die Cannot be Found xxx
Sheet Handling Training xxx xxx xxx xxx xxx
QSP  4.2.01 xxx xxx xxx xxx xxx
QSP  4.4.10 xxx xxx xxx xxx xxx
QSP  4.5.01 xxx xxx xxx xxx xxx
QSP  4.9.03 xxx xxx xxx xxx xxx
QSP  4.9.04 xxx xxx xxx xxx xxx
QSP  4.9.11 xxx xxx xxx xxx xxx
QSP  4.10.01 xxx xxx xxx xxx xxx
QSP  4.11.01 xxx xxx xxx xxx xxx
QSP  4.11.04 xxx xxx xxx xxx xxx
QSP  4.12.01 xxx xxx xxx xxx xxx
QSP  4.13.01 xxx xxx xxx xxx xxx
QSP  4.13.03 xxx xxx xxx xxx xxx
QSP  4.16.01 xxx xxx xxx xxx xxx
QSP  4.17.01 xxx xxx xxx xxx xxx
QSP  4.20.01 xxx xxx xxx xxx xxx
QSW  4.9.044 xxx xxx xxx xxx xxx
QSW  4.20.002 xxx
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UNION
ORIENTATION/TRAINING NEEDS CHECKLIST
Saturday, November 20, 1999
Name DOE, JANE                                                                         Date of Hire
11/01/1999
Department PUNCH PRESS - FORM    [ 10009 ]                             Classification  BLANK &
FORM
PERSONNEL ORIENTATION
                 WELCOME/INTRODUCTION/PRODUCTS
                 EXPLAINED ORIENTATION HANDBOOK
                 REVIEWED AND PROCESSED PAPERWORK
                 VIEWED HAZAROUS COMMUNICATION VIDEO
                 SHOWED LOCATION OF TIMECLOCK,RESTROOM, AND LUNCHROOM
Dept. Head/Trainer Initials              Employee Initials               Date
PLANT MANAGER/SUPERINTENDENT ORIENTATION
                 PARTICIPATED IN PLANT TOUR
                 REVIEWED SAFETY POLICY
                 REVIEWED ENVIRONMENTAL POLICY
                 REVIEWED QUALITY POLICY
                 REVIEWED ANTI-HARRASSMENT POLICY
Dept. Head/Trainer Initials              Employee Initials               Date
SUPERINTENDENT/FOREMAN ORIENTATION
                 GAVE DEPARTMENT TOUR
                 EXPLAINED DEPARTMENT'S GOALS
                 EXPLAINED CRITERIA USED TO EVALUATE PERFORMANCE
                 EXPLAINED JOB DUTIES AND RESPONSIBILITIES
                 DISCUSSED SAFETY VIDEO (HAZARDOUS)
                 SHOWED MSDS AND REVIEWED
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Dept. Head/Trainer Initials              Employee Initials               Date
QSF 4.18.003
DATE 10/18/99
PAGE    1of 2
FOREMAN TRAINING
PRODUCTION
         SHEET HANDLING TRAINING
Dept. Head/Trainer Initials              Employee Initials               Date
PUNCH PRESS
         HOW TO FIND NEEDED SUPPLIES
         EXPLAIN RATES
         HOW EQUIPMENT WORKS
         HOW TO CHECK QUALITY
         DEPARTMENTAL SAFETY
         HOW TO FILL OUT PRESS SHEETS & PRODUCTION CARD
         HOW TO HANDLE STOCK
         HOW TO LABEL PRODUCT
         HOW TO READ A SHOP CARD
         HOW TO TELL DIFFERENT METALS
         MATERIALS NEEDED:WHERE TO LOCATE & HOW TO USE
         HOW TO CLEAN EQUIPMENT
Dept. Head/Trainer Initials              Employee Initials               Date
EMS - ISO 14001
         POLICY
         EMWI4.4.6.22.01   PUNCH PRESS
         EMS4.3.3   OBJECTIVES AND TARGETS
Dept. Head/Trainer Initials              Employee Initials               Date
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RETURN TO HUMAN RESOURCES OFFICE UPON COMPLETION
QSF 4.18.003
DATE 10/18/99
PAGE    2of 2
